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Abstract 
For my Senior Honors Thesis, I fulfilled the role of director for the Theatre and Dance 
Department's production of Arthur Miller's All My Sons. This book is a representation of 
the work I did for this project, including research, play analysis, designs, pictures, and 
media articles. I oversaw all aspects of the show from play selection to casting, to 
running rehearsals. The show was performed in the Edward S. Strother Theatre, 
November 13-18,2002, and was part of the Theatre and Dance Department's regular 
season. This enormous opportunity and experience has served as the capstone of my 
educational and theatrical career here at Ball State University. 
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Introduction 
I began my career at Ball State University as a theatre major in the acting option; I 
was an aspiring actress destined for Hollywood. However, an invitation from Dr. Don 
LaCasse to assist him in directing Wit in University Theatre changed my theatrical path. 
After assistant directing, then directing a couple of productions of my own in the smaller, 
"Cave Theatre," I was invited to direct a full-scale, regular season production in Strother 
Theatre. Realizing the honor, and challenges, invested in this project, I accepted. Thus 
we have All My Sons and a Senior Honors Thesis. 
While [ still have some of that starlet yearning, I have found directing to be a very 
gratifying passion. In fact, I have now formulated a new goal for myself; that is, I want 
to one day earn my MA and Ph.D. and direct, as well as teach at a university. This is 
why my Seniors Honors thesis is a truly worthy capstone to my career at Ball Sate 
University; not only is it my 'finale' at Ball State, but it also my greeting to a new 
world of opportunity and challenges. 
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All My Sons 
Cast List 
Joe Keller: Ryan Woodle 
Dr. Jim Bayliss: Jamie Grant 
Frank Lubey: Robert Richards 
George Deever: Rex Clifton 
Chris Keller: Chris Roe 
Kate Keller: Carrie Schlatter 
Sue Bayliss: Kassie Bradley 
Lydia Lubey: Lynn Downey 
Ann Deever: Taylor Burris 
Rehearsals will begin 1vfonday, October 1st. Understudies will be 
announced after Cave shows are done with casting. As always, 
thank you for your time and hard work 
-Heidi Nees 
Directing I 
Play Analysis-All Mv Sons 
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A. Important Terms and Statements 
I. Given Circumstances 
L Ge.ographicallocation 
As- described in the script~ All My Sons takes place '111 the outskirts 
of an American town." More specifically, the play takes place at the 
Keller household, on the porch. It is a two-story house that was built in 
the 1920s. There are garden chairs down from the porch. Also, there are 
trees in the yard, including one that is blown over. 
As far as the town is concerned, it is a fairly small town. Everyone 
is familiar with everyone else. There is quite a community feel, exhibited 
by the neighbors' interactions and dialogue with each other. This feel is 
also_ displayed by the wa'Y Ann~ George~ and Chriuecall people from their 
childhood who are still around the town. 
~ town is also situated near a body of water~indicated by the 
characters' plans to have dinner and go dancing by the shore. The warmth 
a.lsn S8¥~something about where the towais located~although it is 
August, it is fairly warm out. The warmth can be derived from the props 
called for~flower petals and pot of stringbeans, both of which are only in-
- season in warm weather. Tools are also called for such as a saw and 
ladder.-which are usually used for warm-weather work. 1'b.k all shows 
that this town takes place, probably in midwestern America because of the 
use of fresh stringbeans, as well as a box of fresh apples, both of which are 
listed on the prop list at the end. Both of these foods are grown in the 
Midwest. 
b. Date 
Each scene takes place within a 24-hour period in the 
month of August. A storm has just occurred the night before, but it 
~~ wann day out when scene I begins. While it is not directly 
said in the script, the play takes place within one and three years 
after the end ofWWTI. This can be inferred based on dialogue that 
discusses how long Ann and Chris have been writing and how long 
Katehas been mourning Larry' s disappearance~ We know that it 
has not been longer than three years because Kate refers to a 
soldier in Detroit who has turned up after being reported missing 
for three years. Also, the play was first performed on January 29, 
1941,.-jusLtwo yeaaafler.-wwrr ended. 
Act I occurs during the early afternoon, Act II takes place 
that evening at du~ and Act m takes place the next morning. 
b. Economic environment 
The economic environment for the United States during the time 
period for this play was one of growth. The economy was a lot stronger 
--
than it had been ten years ago, because WWII helped save the nation from 
the Great Depression. However, during the war those that were on the 
homefront still experienced deprevity. Rationing milk, metals, gasoline, 
sugar.- and other everyday items was considered patriotic and was strongly 
encouraged. Also, without the most of the men home the women entered 
the workforc~ Because of gender-based discrimination, women d.id, not 
make as much money as men did, so it was harder to support the family. 
However.- when the war ended, the men got their jobs back and many 
women went back to stying at home. With the return of the men and the 
-recent victory in war.- spending became the newest trend. The economy 
improved and during the late forties and early fifties, families were 
spending rome money on the latesLtechnologies (su.ch.as turning in the 
radio for the television, the ice chest for the refrigerator, etc.), the newest 
and mostbeautifid ~muitheJatestfashions. 
This feeling of spending reoccurs throughout All My Sons. One of 
thefust instances ofit is when Ann enters with anew dress. The other 
characters comment on how nice the dress is and she replies by explaining 
how expensive it was... Money and the value of it i~a constant theme for 
all the characters in the play, but especially for Joe. He constantly talks 
about how hard he has worked to become as successful (this success being 
measured on monetary terms) as he is, and how he wants to pass that 
dawn to. Chris.Jmd pravide for him. This. feelin8-ofcompensation was felt 
by many men during this time period. They feh that by spending money 
on their families~ it would some how make up for the scrimping done 
during the war, or for the man being away during war, or for some other 
in.suffi.ciency on the man' ~ behal£ This. explains why so many new 
appliances cars, etc. were bought soon after the war. This also explains 
Joe's stress on the business and how he has always worked for his family, 
exeplified through his hiring a maid for his wife, as well as passing the 
business mChris. 
c. J'olitical environment 
There were many things going on in the world of politics during 
the setting of this play. One political focus to look at is the muddled role 
of women in 1947. Du.r:ingthe war,. women took the place ofmen in the 
workforce. However, when the men returned they wanted their jobs back, 
Itusb.ing women back into the homes. But after having a taste of the world 
of jobs and careers women wanted more. They had been invested with a 
pioneering spirit,. yet did not want to argue with the brave men who had 
fought in the war. So faced with the difficult question ot: do we pursue 
are own aspirations or listen to our men and go back to the home, the 
woman's role in American society became a confused and repressed one 
until the civil rights_ movements of the 1960's. Displaying this tom feeling 
in the play is Ann. Ann often switches from the young. pre-war girl who 
was submissive, sweet, and innocent 9as described by other character sin 
the text~ to a strong. post-war woman who is not afraid to fight for what 
--
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she wants. This is shown through her confrontations with Chris and Kate, 
and most bluntly through her revealing of Larry's letter. 
During this time, the political world was lead by Eisenhower. After the 
deat11 ofFD~ the nation looked for a hero to lead them,. and the most 
obvious choice was the biggest war hero of the century, Dwight 
Eisenhower. This need for a hero was displayed in the play through the 
praise given to Larry, the heroic son who die for his nation. There are also 
Ulany mentions .of receiving medals .ofhon.or.- as well as a discussi.on by 
Chris about how heroic the men in his company were. The most important 
quality in a hero during this time was his patriotism.- which was another 
aspect of politics that was also prevelent. This is why Joe and Herbert 
Deevet"sact W3S-SO- scandolousandhateful. Kit had been committed., in a 
time of peace, it would not have been regarded as terribly as it was. This 
patriotismand l.oyalty isn.ot only addressed in a national aspect in this 
play, but also in a familial way. Joe regards loyalty to family as being 
number .one priority. This strong feeling .of patriotism in the 1940s led to 
the red hunt in the 1950s. This is somewhat foreshadowed in All My Sons, 
ironically en.ough by the very character wh.o is the .object of the hunt.- Joe. 
Joe repeatedly accuses Ann of crucifying her father and the sin in that. 
Ann's father is actually more innocent that she thought, as were many of 
the victims of the red hunt that would soon follow the publication of this 
play. Ir.onically,. Miller uses this theme of witch hunting in full f.orce with 
his next major play, The Crucible. 
SociaL environment 
The Kellers are actually quite high on the social scale in the play, 
in financial terms. There are constantly allusions in the script to how 
successful the business and how he buih it back even after he was released 
from jail. Other indicators of their weahh. and social status are the 
presence .of a maid in the Keller h.ouse, as well as the fact tht the men 
often get together to play poker. While the Keller's hold strong financial 
status,. they lack a a high moral status in the eyes of the town. This is 
shown by Sue who says it doesn't matter if the men play cards with Joe, 
they still talk ab.out what he did. N.ot only does this show how little 
respect he receives in the social scene, but it always serves to highlight 
h.oW much money plays into social status, because that is what draws the 
men to Joe. The children, Chris, Ann, and George actually inherit a lower 
social status than their parents. Chris receives low status because many of 
the townspeople believe he is receiving blood money, while they all look 
don on George and Ann for the fact that their father is in jail and 
~upposedly guihy. 
Religious enivronment 
Little is said about religi.on in this play. In fact, the only mention 
of a higher being appears when Chris accuses George of trying to be ''the 
voice of God." There is not even a mention of Kate praying for her son's 
return. However, she does turn to astrological signs to be reassured of her 
son's survival Frank feeds this illusion with his studies of the astroligical 
-charts and predictions. This is the closest reference to some form of 
religion in the play. With the suicide ofLarry~ Miller contradicts Frank's 
predictions that it was impossible for Larry to die the day he was reported 
missing because it was his ''favorable'' day. By including this 
contradiction, Miller makes statement for the individual. This statement is 
that there is no higher being(in th.iscase the astrological system) 
controlling a person's life, it is that own individual controlling himself. 
This elevation of the individual replaces any religious environment 
lacking in the play. 
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Subje~ . 
"dec~~tn". . . . / 
ill AfY Sons IS a pla.~J ~ dec~tI~n ~ d~~epti,6n ef oD;eself ~s well. a thers. 
Joe.decelVes Herbert, ushelin.g him mto Jail, thenjaecelVes himself;nt 
thlliking~t's all okay.i<at~ deceives herself into ~g that L¢y is still 
\ 1·~e,; ot1\erwise she I ow~that Joe is pa2~k:iltx for their so/s dea 
\ orge ahd Ann ar oth deceived into . . g th'ei! father1s guilty. 
, ecevied ~ to· g his . ther is . cent, not only liyhis father and / 
mother~ bu lf. . /i 
, 4. Theme ,/1. '. . '-. l 
The theme~ofthis play can be best summed up m th~line~ " ... there's a 
~v~rse ofpe9P~e outsi~e and yob're re~onsible to it."~ With this linc)/CJn:iS 
IS trymg to explam that ifunless Kate believes that,. then Larry's dea . was m 
vain. No matter how much money or success is acComp~shed, it is ot worth 
the value ofhU:man life ortIuth. l"hether or nota persoll;. thinks is helping 
someone he lo~es with debeit, the' hurt inflicteq 'bn others"· me around to 
hurt him or his 'oved on~. Value ~~nnot be I ced on a single individual, but 
rather the human [3.-ce-§s a whole. at do to one, you do to all. 
a. Structural Terms 
1. Plot 
The story actually begins before the play opens. The story begins during 
wwn. George Deever, Larry Keller, and Joe Keller, are fighting in the war. 
Their father~ Joe Keller and Herbert Deever~ are partners in a factory that 
produces aircraft parts for the war. After shipping out defective parts, with Joe's 
fearful encouragement, many men die because of these parts. Herbert is 
sentenced to jail after Joe puts the blame on him and is set free. Meanwhile, in 
the war,. Larry is listed as missing,. while George and Chris return home. 
At the start of the play, the audience is introduced to Kate Keller, Joe's 
wife,. still hopeful for Larry's return. The audience finds Chris waiting for Ann 
Deever, Larry's old sweetheart, to come visit so he can propose to her. Infuriated 
and skeptical of Joe's role in the scandal, George visits his father in jail. 
Kate, Joe, George, Chris, and Ann all end up meeting in a confrontation 
where the truth is the only acceptable solution. It is learned that Joe was actually 
-, 
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the one at fault, and that his crime led to the death of his son, Larry in a surprising 
way. 
2. Root conflict 
The basic conflict is between Chris and Joe. 
'While the main conflict is between Chris and Joe, as Chris struggles to 
find the ~ neither character is the protagonist. Ann is actually the protaganist. 
While Chris had an idea that maybe his father was guilty, he didn't pursue it 
anymore until Ann arrived. Her arrival brought forth q.uestions about the truth 
through her conversations with Kate, Sue, Chris, Joe, and George. She's the one 
who start to question Chris on the subject and forces. Chris to re-evaluate the 
problem 
Joe is the antagonist in the play. He will stop at nothing to prevent anyone 
from learning the truth. He talks up stories to hide what truly happens; the most 
obvious is his story of being sick. with the flu when Herbert called him about the 
defected parts. He also tries to compensate and offer incentives to the other 
characters to prevent them from looking for the truth. Joe tells Ann to tell her 
father he has a good job for him, he offers to help George find a job in town, and 
he tells Chris he'll give him the business. 
3. Root Action Statement 
4. Significant Structual Moments 
a. Inciting incident 
"I'm goingto ask her to marry Dle-" (Chris) 
When Chris delivers this line, it begins the whole conflict of the play . 
Without even stepping onsta~, Ann has already gotten the ball rolling; 
father knows that if Chris marries Ann he is one step closer to finding out 
the. tru.t1L that Joe has desparately been t~ to hide. 
b. Crisis 
''Your brother's alive, darling, bcause if he's dead.- your father killed him " 
(Kate) 
Right after this line~ Cb.ri£ asks ofhis father,. '"Then ... you did it?" In these 
few moments the end is inevitable; Chris has finally discovered the truth 
about his father. 
c. Catastrophe 
'Ibis moment OCClUS-wheaA.mL shnws theJetter,.arulthelast bit of truth is 
unveiled. This moment seals everything together and is the final nudge en 
route to the climax. 
d. Climax 
The climax occurs when the gun shot is heard. 1'hi£ is where the root 
conflict is resolved because the antagonist is now dead. Chris no longer 
has to worry about turning him into jail. Joe no longer has to try to 
prevent the truth from being revealed. 
e. Denouement (obligatory moment) 
1he denouement occurs within the last three lines, when Kate lets Chris 
know she doesn't blame him and tells him not to blame himself. 
- Economic: Environment 
-
-
. The economic environnumt of the Keller family is one of comfort. The factory 
has done well, and they therefor live comfortably without having to worry about money. 
Sue makes reference to the family's money when speaking to Ann: "And he's got 
money. That's important, you know." The description of the house at the beginning also 
hints at the Keller's money_ The house is described as "two stories high and has seven 
rooms," as well as being, "nicely painted, looking(ing) tight and comfortable." 
Unfortunately, this money has come at a price,. and Chris' uneasiness about this make 
him hesitant to taking over the family business. 
As. fur as the eoonomio en.Wonment 8£ a nation m ooncem~ it is also 
comfortable. The country has just come out of the war 2 years prior, and people want ot 
spend money again. During the war, rationing and shortages left people somewhat 
deprived. However, with the end of the war, and the country clear of the Depression, 
people start. to tum back to the frivolous spending of the 1920s. The Kellers talk about 
going out to eat and dancing and drinking, expenses that would never have been 
mentioned a few years before. 
-Social Environment 
. Post-wwn America was one of patriotism in A.merica. The boys who fought in 
the war were heralded as heroes. The ''I like Ike" years would soon set in, and because of 
the States' victory for humanity in the great war,. the nation was a also a hero" and could 
do no wrong. And after ten years of Depression in the 1930s, and the first half of the 40s 
dedicated to the war,. the nation was ready to return to its care~ frivolous days of the 
20s. The ''baby-boom'' quickly began and young couples started families immediately. 
These families soon wanted part of the "American drea~" and moved to the subarbs, 
with new cars in every driveway. Women, having to return to the kitchen from the 
workplace" were givennew gifts from their bred-winning husbands,wh.ichincludednew 
refrigerators/freezers, blenders, vacuums, toasters. It was a time of frivolous spending, 
and worry-free days. 
Because of this social environment, we have conflict in the play. With this strong 
sense of patriotism, people were not quick to forget what Joe and Mr. Deever had done. 
Also,. because of the friendly,. war,. non-confrontational manner attributed to the Midwest, 
the neighbors never brought the crime up to Joe. They instead swept it under the 
doormat,. aruiwaited.to discllss the matter until the doors were closed. 
This new sense of wealth instilled in the nation also affected Joe. Many times 
throughout the play he refers back to the fact that he can provide his family with anything 
they could want. The new interest in families (supplemental to the baby boom), also 
supports Joe's stress on the family. He often says his family is everything to him. 
I also feel there was a stronger sense of legacy in the nation at this time. Boys 
went to the war and left pregnant wives at home with their unborn children. The only 
way they ever met these children were through photographs. Many of these soldiers were 
never able to meet their children,. to leave their mark. Some of them were so young,. they 
never felt they left their mark on this world, and their children were the only way they 
were able to do this. Mothers would give their children their fathers' dogtags to carry on 
the legacy. That is why tho baby boom was so huge; after the sudden death and 
destruction seen in the war,. people felt their children would be able to carry on their 
legacy. And in a post-apocalyptic sense, that legacy for the children would be to do 
-. 
-
.. 
better than they h!!d after the lvar and the repurcussions of the A-bomb. Joe sees his son 
as the carrier of his legacy. That is the factory is so important to pass down. Like the 
dogtags of the soldiers, it bears the family name. And maybe Joe hopes Chris will do 
better than he m the future~ that C1u:i£ willnotmalre the same mistakes had.i.d.-
-, 
-
-
Political Environment 
The play takes place in a small American town in 1947. Truman is president, and 
the nation has just returned, victorious, from World War n. The patriotism of the war 
years has seeped into the post-war years as the nation begins to rebuild. This is why 
Joe's crime is still a big topic in the small town. Some people probably believed Joe and 
Mr. Deever should have had harsher punishments for their crimes. After all, the strong 
sense for one's country will continue and spark the red hunts in just few years, during 
which the Rosenberg couple will be executed for sp}ing. The fact that parts from their 
factory killed America's boys in the war does not rest easy with Joe and Mr. Deaver's 
colleagues. 
-. 
-
-
Geographical Location 
"The. backyard of the Keller home in the outskirts of an American town." 
There is a definate Midwestern, Americana mel to the play. The people in the 
town are all familiar with each other by at least name,. if not by knowing. them personally. 
There is strong stress on the immediate family unit in the town; of coming back to the 
tOWlLtO settle down. and start one's own family, to pass the family business.. do~ for fun 
to have his son tollow in his footsteps. The people who have stayed have families, those 
who loft (Anno and George} do not. 
The docto.r's. relationships. with the. townsfolk alsn adds. to the small,. midwestern 
feel. It seems he is the only doctor town and makes house visits often. The town also has 
that ''trap'' quality about-that trap that most small-towns in this area of the country have. 
Something holds one there if the person has grown up there. You always go back, no 
matter what your dream is/was. Chris. returns after the war. The doctor dreams of doing 
research, yet stays in place with his family and job, even after laving left at one time. 
Lydia. stays. and has. a family with frank,. who ignores his dreams. of astrology to stay and 
work. Even George gets caught up in the prospect of settling there when comes back for 
Ann. There is. a strong. sense of tradition. and roots. in this town,. which goes. back to the 
idea of the family. 
-. 
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Date 
"August of our era." 
Era=copyright, 1947 
The year is such an important elemcmt in this play. It takes place 2 years after 
ww n, which is a central figure in this script. It is the reason there is a story, blc of Joe's 
business,.. the sons servW.tlin the war~ etc. 
Act I takes place on an August aftemoo~ a Sunday. Act n is the same evening at 
twilight~ and the third act is 2am,. that morning. 
--
Atmosphere 
"deception"="mislead"; ''having been lead into falsehood" 
There is a feel of deceit in this play, as each character is either deceiving someone else or 
themselves. Joe deceives everyone, as well as himself, by claiming his innocence. Kate 
deceives herself into t~g Larry is alive, and that Joe is innocent. Chris, as the play 
progresses, ~eceives himself into believing the lie. Ann deceives everyone by not 
showing the letter. George deceives his father before the play by not speaking with him, 
then learns the truth and tries to reveal it to Ann. The neighbors and rest of the 
townspeople are deceitful because they treat Joe as a brother to his face, but still talk 
about him behind his back. 
Subjed 
''legacy''-''bequeathed objects" 
This play comes at a time when the importance ofleaving one's legacy was heightened 
due to many premature deaths in the war. Joe wants to leave his legacy, his name, with 
Chris for when he passes on. Chris seems to look at a broader sense oflegacy in that he 
sees the importance of humanity as a whole. He wants to teach the children, so to speak, 
and pass goodness on to them after facing the atrocities of war. He wants to tech them to 
do better than his generation did. He sees legacy the same way as he sees family-as more 
of a whole community, rather than one, small, blood-related unit. 
Theme 
"There's something better than family to him. "-pg. 63 
I feel that Miller wanted his audience to look at their own personal meanings of a 
family unit. Joe considered his family unit to be his immediate family, while Chris talks 
about his fellow soldiers as brothers. To Chris, family seems to include humanity. This 
quote by Kate at the end of the play shows that Chris felt that it was more important to 
look out for mankind as a whole, rather than as an individual unit. This idea goes back to 
--
-
-
WWII and the crimes committed against the Jewish and other social and ethnic groups of 
the period. We can't just ignore those problems if we want to have a strong immediate 
family. Chris is the kind of person who could not look his children in the eye ifhe 
committs a crime against humanity ... and that is what is bigger than family. 
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< A. Spine.oftheplay 
"1'-0 save·thefamily" 
B, Spine .of-major .characters 
1, Joe Kell.er - "t~ hide the truth" 
2, Kate Keller- ''to keep Larry alive" 
3, Chris KelJe1'- "to seek the truth" 
,4. ).Jlfi Deever- "to move on v.ith her Hfe" 
5. George Deever- ''to seek justice'" 
6. Jim Bayliss- 4'10 return home" 
7, Sue Bayliss- ''to keep her husband home" 
8. Frank Luhey- "to restore hope" 
9. Lydia Lubey- "to bring joy" 
Thematic Idea List 
A, Family v. humanity 
B', Responsibility v, desire 
C. Lies v, truth 
D, Power of guilt 
E. Ve.ng~nce 
F. Tr.ee 
G, Selfdeee-it 
H. Deatfi leads to truth 
I. Death restores orde.r 
J Human betrayal 
K. Fear of loss 
L. Honor 
M. Rejection" 
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·111. Qu¢stion~ ,', ~' .. 
A. Consider-the tide of the play. Explain its significance as aline witlnJl'the 
context of the script. (Line appears on pg. 68) 
B. How does the world of the play ~ or historicid context~· affect the themes of the 
play? 
.. " '. . ' .... '~.. • : f 
C. Which characterserves as a major catalyst in the show? 
D. When the truth about Joe is revealed how does your opinion of him change? 
E. What is Joe's motivation for asking Steve Deever to come back to the factory? 
F. Is Joe's decision of suicide an act of sacrifice or selfishness? 
O. What pushed Joe to his suicide? 
H. "Your brother is alive, darling,bec.ause if be is dead, your father killed 
. . , 
him ... Ood does not let a son to be killed by his father." (Kate, pg. 57} Poes 
God Jet a futherbe ki1led by hisson? 
I. Compare Joe to a Greek tragic hero. What is Joe's tragic flaw? 
J. How are Jim and Chris' lives parallel? 
K. "You'Te the only one I know who still loves his parents~" (Joe, pg. 29) 
Explain how t..ltis line coincides with Miner's feeli..'lgS that he is able to ''be 
contemporary because of his c-OTlviction of the needahvays to stay involv~ in 
transition. " 
L US! autobiographical elements affecting MiHer's An My $on5. 
M. Explor¢ the idea of how MjJter's communjstic vjews- affect the portrayal of 
money and the role of it in this play. 
IV. Quotes 
A Res~rch 
L ··In An My Sons, Miller examines the mortality of the man who placl;s his 
na.rrow responsibility to hide his immediate famiJy above his wider 
responsibility to the men who rely on the integrity ofh!s work." 
2 "The HoJy Crusade to maximize profits aU too often stiJJ comes at the 
expense of minimizing human varnes," 
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Concept 
The approach I want to take for this production of Arthur Miller's All My Sons is 
realistic, yet simplistic. I want to keep the setting in the Midwest of August, 1947, with 
the set and co!>tumes reflecting this. I want the production to speak to today's audience, 
though. I feel the best way to accomplish this is to keep the production simple and 
realistic, focusing on the characters and their lives. I feel that to try to create an abstract 
take on this play would de-emphasize the characters. I also feel that if I were to look at 
the play from a political, religious, or any other one-dimensionallense, the appeal to the 
common audit."D.ce would be lost. To appeal to our audience, consisting mostly of college 
students (many of whom have not been exposed to theatre) I believe that this production 
needs to rely on the characters and story Miller has given us. This emphasis also stays in 
line with the purpose of the Strother; to be an actors studio series. The realistic and 
simplistic approach to this play will prevent vagueness and clouding within the story 
(involving its motifs oflegacy and humanity) and allow for an optimum experience for 
all involved. 
-I 
South Coast Repertory' Play Insights - 'All My Sons' 
Arthur Miller Ivrote several plays prior to All My Sons, but only one of them, The 
Man Who Had All the Lude, was produced in New York. Unfortunately, it closed 
after four performances. Years later, Miller was able to see how those previous 
attempts prepared him to write his breakthrough play. The following excerpts are 
taken from the Introduction to the Collected Plays, published in The Theater 
Essays of Arthur Miller (Da Capo Press, New York, 1996). 
During an idle chat in my living room, a pious lady from the Middle West told of a family in her 
neighborhood which had been destroyed when the daughter turned the father into the authorities 
on discovering that he had been selling faulty machinery to the Army. The war was then at full 
blast. By the time she had finished the tale, I had transformed the daughter into a son and the 
dlmax of the second act was full and clear in my mind. 
I knew my Informant's neighborhood, I knew its m1ddle-dass ordinariness, and I knew how rarely 
the great Issues penetrate such environments. But the fact that the girl had not only wanted to, 
but actually moved against an erring father transformed into fact and common reality what my 
previous play had oniy begun to hint at. I had no awareness of the slightest connection between 
the two plays. All I knew was that somehow a hard thing had entered Into me, a crux toward 
which it seemed possible to move in strong and straight lines. Something was dear to me for the 
first time since I had begun to write plays, and it was the crisis of the second act, the revelation of 
the full loathsomeness of an anti-social action. 
The stakes remaining are purely the consdence of Joe Keller and the awakening to the evil he has 
done, and the consdence of the son in the face of what he has discovered about his father. One 
could say that the problem was to make a fact of morality, but it Is more predse, I think, to say 
that the ~ t1f the ptay .destgl'1l!d to bl1ng a man Into the direct path of the conseque\'1Cl8S'! 
he .... wraught. <" 
All My Sons has often been called a moral play, and It is that, but the concept; of morality is not 
quite as purely ethical as it has been made out to appear, nor is It so in the plays that follow. That 
the deed of Joe Keller at issue in All My Sons is his having been the cause of the death of pilots In 
the war obscures the other kind of morality in which the play is primarily Interested. Morality is 
probably a faulty word to use In the connection, but what I was after was a kind of wonder in the 
fact that consequences of actions are as real as the actions themselves, yet we rarely take them 
into consideration as we perform actions, and we cannot hope to do so fully when we must always 
act with only partial knowledge of consequences. Joe Keller's trouble, In a word, Is not that he 
cannot tell right from wrong but that his cast of mind cannot admit that he, personally, has any 
viable connection with his world, his universe, or his sodety. He Is not a partner In sodety, but an 
incorporated member, so to speak, and you cannot sue personally the officers of a corporation. I 
hasten to make dear here that I am not merely speaking of a literal corporation but the concept of 
a man's becoming a function of production or distribution to the point where his personality 
becomes divorced from the action it propels. 
This fortress which All My Sons lays siege to is the fortress of unrelated ness. It Is an assertion not 
so much of a morality in terms of right and wrong, but of a moral world's being such because men 
cannot walk away from certain of their deeds. 
http://www. scr. org/seasonJ99-00season/snl. 99-00/snlms4 .html 
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All My Sons 
ItvI 
I~trcduction 
Thebaci<g~Jl:~d:o the aGtiol} 
~OE! __ r<:?!~eL - _a_!"epr?S_6~!at:.:~ _ty~ 
Outline_,:)f c'/g~ts_befJrl?: the p!;)! 
The structureof the pia.;.' 
Brief notes on char-ac!::?rs 
Sel~~S'd._Q.ldf1~tJ~:.? 
V,kiting a.bo',i the play for GCSE coursev:o[j< 
Page lofS 
This web page is intended for students who are following the AQAlNEAB GCSE 
syllabuses in English Language (1111/1112) and English literature (1121). It may also be 
of general interest to students of Arthur Miller's plays. 
The action of the play is set in August 1947, in the mid-west of the U.S.A. The events 
depicted occur between Sunday morning and a little after two o'clock the following 
morning. 
Joe Keller, the chief character, is a man who loves his family above all else, and has 
sacrificed everything, induding his honour, in his struggle to make the family prosperous. 
He is now sixty-one. He has lost one son in the war, and is keen to see his remaining 
son, Chris, marry. Chris wishes to marry Ann, the former fiancee of his brother, Larry. 
Their mother, Kate, believes Larry still to be alive. It is this belief which has enabled her, 
for three and a half years, to support Joe by concealing her knowledge of a dreadful 
crime he has committed. 
Arthur Miller, the playwright, found the idea for Joe's crime in a true story, which occurred 
during the second world war: a manufacturer knowingly shipped out defective parts for 
tanks. These had suffered mechanical failures which had led to the deaths of many 
soldiers. The fault was discovered, and the manufacturer convicted. In All My Sons, Miller 
exallines the morality of the man who places his narrow responsibility to his immediate 
family above his wider responsibility to the men who rely on the integrity of his work. 
Back to to!=, 
Three and a half years before the events of the play, Larry Keller was reported missing in 
action, while flying a mission off the coast of China. 
His father, Joe Keller, was head of a business which made aero engine parts. Wlen, one 
night, the production line began to tum out cracked cylinder heads, the night foreman 
alerted Joe's deputy manager, Steve Deever as he arrived at work. Steve telephoned Joe 
at home, to ask what to do. V\k)rried by the lost production and not seeing the 
consequences of his decision, Joe told Steve to weld over the cracks. He said that he 
would take responsibility for this, but could not come in to work, as he had influenza. 
Several weeks later twenty-one aeroplanes crashed on the same day, killing the pilots. 
Investigation revealed the fault in the cylinder heads, and Steve and Joe were arrested 
and convicted. On appeal, Joe denied Steve's (true) version of events, convinced the 
court he knew nothing of what had happened, and was released from prison. Before his 
last flight, Larry wrote to his fiancee, Ann, Steve's daughter. He had read of his father's 
and Steve's arrest. Now he was planning suicide. 
http://www.shunsley.eril.netiarmoore/gcse/allmysons.htm 115102 
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piece of fruit! 
Willy, Act 2, Dellth of II Slllesmlln. 
(A Salesman) He's a man way out there in the blue riding on a 
smile and a shoeshine. And when they start not smiling back--
that's an earthquake! 
Charley, Requiem, Dellth of II Slllesmlln. 
There are times when you want to spread an alarm, but nothing 
has happened --Alfieri, A View from the Bridge, Act 1. 
The only thing you can do today without a license is you'll go up 
the elevator and jump out the window --Gregory Solomon in The 
Price, Act 1 Solomon, the character who brings the play its light 
touch, thus amplifies his statement that he is both registered and 
licensed as an appraiser 
He allowed himself to be wholly known --Alfieri in Arthur Miller's A 
View from the Bridge, Act 2. 
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B~ks 
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Are you thinking about smokl.ng? 
January 19, 1987 
Arthur Miller's 'All My Sons,' on 
13 
By JOHN J. O'CONNOR 
ublic television's "American Playhouse" begins its sixth 
season tonight, on WNET at 9, with a good, solid revival of 
Arthur Miller's "All My Sons." In its original 1947 production, 
which ran for just under a year, the play was staged by Elia Kazan 
and starred Ed Begley and Arthur Kennedy as the father and son. 
This TV production has been directed by Jack O'Brien, artistic 
director of San Diego's Old Globe Theater since 1981, and the cast 
is headed by James Whitmore and Aidan Quinn. 
Mr. Miller was not especially young in 1947. He was already in his 
30's and his first Broadway play, "The Man Who Had All the Luck" 
in 1944, had lasted only four performances. "All My Sons" has all 
the marks of a novice playwright: the mechanics are clumsy and the 
motivations are less than convincing. But the emotions are 
passionately raw. Mr. Miller would find his own distinctive voice a 
couple of years later in "Death of a Salesman." In "All My Sons," he 
could still be conSIdered the pupil, the most obviously gifted pupil, 
of Clifford Odets. 
This production opens with a young tree toppling in a storm at 
itight. Wh~'ll the camera pulls back, it is the next morning and Joe 
Keller (Mr. Whitmore) is sitting in his backyard, reading the paper 
and chatting with his neighbors. Weare in small-town America. The 
surface details could be incorporated into a Norman Rockwell 
magazine cover. But we are quickly confronted with dark comers. 
Joe's elder son, Larry, was reported missing in action in World War 
n some three years earlier, and Joe's wife, Kate (Michael Learned), 
insists on believing her son is still alive. The fallen tree had been 
planted to keep his memory alive. As it happens, Larry's fiancee, 
Ann (Joan Allen), has returned for a visit and Kate is demanding 
that she also not give up hope. 
http://partners.nytimes.com/bookslOO/11112/specials!miller-sonstv.html 
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Arthur Miller's 'All My Sons,' on l3 
Complicating everything is Chris (Mr. Quinn), the other Keller son, 
who has returned from combat disil1usioned with the "rat race" of 
living, feeling "wrong to be alive." Chris now wants to marry Ann, 
but his mother won't tolerate the idea. If her other son does not 
come back, Kate warns, she will kill herself. 
As these assorted tensions are being established, we begin picking 
up pieces of a startling story involving Ann's father and Joe. Both 
were charged with selling defective parts for use in war planes, but 
Joe convinced the authorities that the blame rested entirely with the 
other man. Gradually, the full, dirty little story of greed and war 
profiteering is unfolded. Like Willy Loman, Joe will escape through 
suicide. Mr. Miller was not easy on his fathers. 
There is much bitterness in "All My Sons," and it is explored in 
powerful confrontations. This is still an unusually moving work, 
although it may be difficult to imagine how it stirred up a 
controversy - some veterans organizations attacked the playas 
"Communist propaganda" - when it was first produced. In any event, 
"All My Sons" is not without its flaws. Among other things, Ann's 
willingness to befriend the Kellers and abandon her own quiet, timid 
father is never very convincing. And, in the end, Mr. Miller's plot 
veers off rather sharply into melodrama. But the passion holds, and 
the play survives. 
The producer and executive producer respectively are Iris Merlis 
and Michael Brandman, who in various capacities have been 
associated with other outstanding TV adaptations of stage 
productions, including "Master Harold ... and the Boys," "As Is" and 
"Grown-Ups." Coming up: "Long Day's Journey Into Night," 
starring Jack Lemmon.IIrMr;!lO!Bries;,~ .... ,.d __ ' •• 1 It_,e, 
.. 818 4iedjtg ........ , .... _onMtJ-fi'ftn.41tere-amilt7 lfielt~ 
· ... ~mts;l~m8D clearly in charge h~ is ArthurMHIer~ 
And he is served well by the cast. Mr. Whitmore may look a touch 
old to be Mr. Quinn's father, and Ms. Learned seems perhaps a 
smidgen too young to be Mr. Whitmore's wife, but these principals, 
along with the gifted Ms. Allen, give honest, sturdy performances. 
Mr. Quinn is especially"impressive, displaying once again the 
special combination of tenderness and strength that once was the 
almost exclusive trademark of Montgomery Clift. The strong 
supporting cast includes Zeljko Ivanek, Joanna Miles and Alan 
Scarfe. It is important to be able to revive a work of the caliber of 
"All My Sons," and it is even more important to have an "American 
Playhouse" series that is willing to support such a project . 
http://partners.nytimes.com/bookslOO/11/12/specialslmiller-sonstv.html 
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On 23 February 2001: The where announced - All My Sons won four awards: 'Best Actress' 
for Julie Waltets, 'Best Supporting Actor' for Ben Daniels, 'Best Director' for Howard Davies and 'Best Set 
n~r:":""""C'l"" F,.",. IAr.IU~"" n, ','-/'0\1 "-"..., .... ,~' ....... . _ ...... ,_ ... - _. -_._; 
On 12 June 2001: The .RNT announced its performance schedule from 28 July to 22 September 2001 - All My 
Sons will be restaged at the Lyttelton Theatre (previews 28 July, opens 7 August 2001) Laurie Metcalf will replace 
Julie Watets. 
On 4 August 2001: The .RNT announced its performance schedule from 24 September to 24 November 2001 - All 
My Sons will close at the Lyttelton Theatre on 6 October 2001 
RNT COTTESLOE Theatre previewed 30 June, opened 6 July 2000, closed 18 October 2000 transferred to 
RNT L YTTEL TON Theatre previews 28 July, opened 7 August 2001, closed 6 October 2001 
Extracts from the reviews (from RNT Lyttelton Theatre season): 
"Arthur Miller's assault on pragmatic American morality works infinitely better in the Lyttelton Theatre than it did in 
the Cottesloe. For a start its calculated, post-Ibsenite structure perfectly suits the proscenium arch. Even more 
crucially, Laurie Metcalf, co-star of Roseanne and a Chicago steppenwolf graduate, has replaced Julie Waltets as 
Kate Keller and gives a truly astonishing performance... Miller'S weakness is his resort to a melodramatic plot 
device: an incriminating letter that the fiancee, Ann, has inexplicably kept hidden for three years. You can't blame 
Madeleine Potter for failing to make sense of the part but she misses the tremulous sensitivity that Catherine 
McCormack brought to the role. But all else in Howard Davies's production is first-rate ... " The Guardian 
" ... The strength is in the acting, and James Hazeldine as the bluff yet ultimately shattered Joe heads a muscular 
cast. The real revelation, however, is Laurie Metclaf - the American actress best known from TV's Roseanne -
who takes over from the award-winning Julie Walters to play Joe's wife, Kate. At once manic and magisterial, 
Metcalf is goose-bu1J1pingly good as a woman who makes a rational decision to live in a world of delusion 
because she knows the real one is impossible to bear. It is the kind of acting you want to call the performance of a 
lifetime - only you cross your fingers that it isn't. Angst-ridden family drama, all private torment and public conflict, 
may not be everybody's cup of iced tea, but if it's YOUts, you won't see it done better." The Express 
" ... Davies's production is now back in partially recast form at the more impersonal Lyttelton Theatre but it still 
packs an emotional punch... But the play is creakingly melodramatic, heading off into confrontations fuelled by 
clunky plot devices (a revelatory letter improbably kept secret for years) and didactic moral indignation. Davies 
countets this with well-judged performances that downplay Miller's blatant sermonising while still making the 
emotional climaxes count ... It's a credit to Davies and his cast that by the end we don't feel as if we've been 
drowned in a melodramatic maelstrom but moved by those cast adrift by the sins of the fathets." The Times 
"Howard Davies's revival of All My Sons, Arthur Miller's searing 1947 drama, worked so brilliantly in the National's 
Cotfesloe last year that transferring it to a bigger stage must have looked both unavoidable and risky ... I'm happy 
to report that, reblocked and partially recast, the production has survived the move to the Lyttelton and is, it 
anything, all the better for it. The proscenium arch, it's true, doesn't foster the same inculpating intimacy, but 
acting that was assured last time has acquired an even greater resonance. And the two new leads - Laurie 
Metcalf as Kate Keller, the mother who refuses to accept that her pilot son Larry died in the war, and Madeleine 
Potter as Larry's sweetheart - manage to improve on the sterling performances of Julie Walters and Catherine 
McCormack." The Daily Telegraph 
Provides an international catalogue of plays, theatre related books, and 
plays-out-of-print. Access... !-. ~tp ]·Jf /"t;· Fe :>;:. F'iay; 
Ticket Agency - a member of Society of Ticket Agents & 
Retailers and the Ticket Agents Association 
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Back to tOR 
Three and a half years later, Ann has told no-one of this letter. Kate Keller knows her 
husband to be guilty of the deaths of the pilots and has convinced herself that Larry is 
alive. She will not believe him dead, as this involves the further belief that Joe has 
his own son's death, an intolerable thought. She expects Larry to return, and keeps his 
room exactly as it was when he left home. She supports Joe's deception. In return she 
demands his support for her hope that Larry will come back. Ann and her brother, 
George, have disowned their father, believing him guilty. But George has gone at last to 
visit his father in jail, and Steve has persuaded him of the true course of events. 
The play opens on the following (Sunday) morning; by sheer coincidence, Ann has come 
to visit the Kellers. For two years, Larry's brother, Chris, has written to her. Now he 
intends to propose to her, hence the invitation. She is in love INith him and has guessed 
his intention. On the Saturday night there is a storm; a tree, planted as a memorial to 
Larry, is snapped by the wind. Kate wakes from a dream of Larry and, in the small hours, 
enters the garden to find the tree broken. 
Back to tOQ 
Western drama originates in the Greek tragedies of Sophocles, Aeschylus and Euripides, 
all of whom wrote in Athens in the 5th century B.C. In these plays the or ( = first or most important actor) commits an offence, often unknowingly. He 
(occasionallly she) must then learn his fault, suffer and perhaps die. In this way, the gods 
are vindicated (shown to be just) and the moral order of the universe restored. (This is a 
gross simplification of an enormous subject.) 
These plays, and those of Shakespeare two thousand years later, are about kings, dukes 
or great generals. VVny? Because in their day, these individuals were thought to embody 
or represent the whole people. Nowadays, we do not see even kings in this way. \M1en 
writers want to show a person who represents a nation or class, they typically invent a 
fictitious "ordinary" person, the Man in the Street, John Doe or Joe Public. In Joe Keller, 
Arthur Miller creates just such a representative type. Joe is a very ordinary man, decent, 
hard-working and charitable, a man no-one could dislike. But, like the protagonist of the 
ancient drama, he has a flaw or weakness. This, in turn, causes him to act wrongly. He is 
forced to accept responsibility - his suicide is necessary to restore the moral order of the 
universe, and allow his beloved son, Chris, to live, free from guilt. 
• 
• 
• 
Back to top 
f''''':'''f''1<''·'1_~'~~·~·~\-~ St~v~t~~uP~IY the USAAF with faulty ~ylinder heads 
Twenty-one planes crash; Joe and Steve arrested 
Larry (having read in newspaper about father) crashes plane 
deliberately off coast of China 
Joe makes successful appeal; Steve remains in prison 
Chris Keller starts to write to Ann Deever 
Ann visits Chris; George (unknown to Ann) visits Steve 
Larry's memorial blown down 
Opening of the play 
Back to top 
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Arthur Miller has lived long enough to become one of the theater 
world's living legends, the sort of committed citizen playwright for 
whom the theater is a vehicle for enlightenment and social 
conSCiousness raising. 
Now in his ninth decade he is indeed enjoying what Alex Comfort 
called "a good old age" While not much performed on Broadway 
for a number of years, he has enjoyed great popularity in England 
and other parts of the world. In 1996, the Williamstown Theatre 
Festival presented the American premiere of The Ride Down Mt. 
Morgan which opened in London in 1991 (see review link below) 
and, since it was the 50th anniversary of All My Sons, (see review 
link below) that play was revived in a concurrent run at the 
Festival's smaller stage. Interestingly, the revival became a bigger 
hit than the new play ( in the larger theater so that many people 
had to be turned away. The following season, this production, 
practically intact, became one of the outstanding events of the 
Roundabout Theater's season (review links below). A revised, re-
staged and recast version of The Ride Down Mt. Morgan opened at 
the Public Theater in November 1998 (see link) 
Miller is the playwright to whom the Signature Theater is 
dedicating its 1997-98 season. As the first of the Signature's Miller 
plays, The American Clock. (see review link below) drew to a close, 
the Roundabout prepared to follow up its success with All My Sons 
with a revival of A View From the Bridge. (see review links) With 
another lesser known Miller play, The Last Yank.ee slated for 
January at the Signature (plus two more plays to follow) you can 
understand why Miller, like Chekhov, ( ) 
warrants his own niche in the CurtainUp library. 
http://www.curtainup.com/miller.html 
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Personal Statistics 
• 1915. Miller was born in Manhattan ( (the lower edge of 
Harlem), the son of a comfortably middle class 
manufacturer of ladies' coats and a schoolteacher mother. 
The family moved to Brooklyn during the Great Depression 
which plunged his family into financial straits and influenced 
many of his plays. 
• 1938. Graduated from the University of Michigan where he 
has all sorts of jobs to help pay for his education and also 
began to write plays. 
• 1940. His marriage to Mary Grace Slatter ended in divorce. 
(Two children--Jane and Robert) 
• 1956. His marriage to Marilyn Monroe entailed great 
notoriety, also ended in divorce. 
• 1962 Married photographer Ingeborg Morath with whom he 
still shares his Connecticut home. (One daughter--Rebecca 
married to actor Daniel-Day Lewis). 
Play Chronology 
(all theaters unless otherwise stated, Broadway theaters). 
• 1944. The Man Who Had All the Luck --closed after 4 
performances 
• 1947. All My Sons, opened at the Coronet (1/29) and ran 
for 328 performances--Miller's first major success. 
• 1949. Death of A Salesman, (which Miller almost called In 
His Head) opened at the Morosco (2/10) for 742 
performances. It became the masterpiece to which all 
Miller's future work was compared-- as well as the 
benchmark for judging new dramatists with their eye 
trained on social issues. Editor's Note, November 3, 1998L 
The Fall of 1998 saw a new production of the play mounted 
at Chicago's Goodman Theater, starring Brian Dennehy and 
Elizabeth Franz According to The New York Times critic Ben 
Brantley director Robert Falls perfectly exemplifies that "the 
play's images and rhythms have the patterns of poetry" and 
seem to use the opening stage directions for a setting that 
has the air of "a dream rising out of reality." He concluded 
that this production "achieves something rare and splendid 
in the theater: an interpretation that rejuvenates a familiar 
claSSic without ever betraying its sou!." With praises like 
that the rumors that the production will come to NYC in 
1999, on the play's 50th anniversary, are more than likely 
to become reality. (Editor's Note: And so they did -- and our 
review of the NY production is linked below) 
• 1950. The Enemy of the People, adapted from Ibsen's play, 
opened at the Broadhurst (12/28) for 36 performances. 
• 1953. The CrUCible. Opened at the Martin Beck (1/12) for 
197 performances. 
• 1956. A View From the Bridge, one-act version paired with 
another one-acter, A Memory of Two Mondays. Opened at 
the Coronet (9/29) for 149 performances. 
• 1956. A View From the Bridge, two-act version) opened at 
London's Comedy Theater (1/23) for a much more 
successful run. (It bears noting, that the American version 
failed partially because the American actors were unable to 
http://www.curtainup.com/miller.html 1/5/02 
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capture the accents of the Red Hook, Brooklyn people--but 
the Shakespeare-trained London actors were able to " into 
the vernacular"). 
• 1964. After the Fall, opened at the ANTA Washington 
Square (1/23) for 208 performances. 
• 1964. Incident at Vichy. Opened at the ANT A Washington 
Square (12/3) for 99 performances. 
• 1972. The Creation of the World. The comic retelling of the 
story of Adam and Eve and Cain and Abel stories intended 
to make a philosophic statement opened at the Shubert and 
closed after just 20 performances. A year later he turned it 
into a musical called Up From Paradise. He wrote the lyrics 
and directed it at his alma mater the University of Michigan. 
• 1974. The Price. Opened at the Morosco ( (2/07) for 425 
performances. 
• 1977. The Archbishop'S Ceiling. Opened at the Kennedy 
Center in DC (4/30). 
• 1980. The American Clock, adapted from Studs Terkel's 
Hard TImes, opened at the S.C. Spoleto Festival Spring 
1980 and at the Biltmore in New York (11/21). 
• 1991. The Ride Down Mt • . Opened in London and at the 
Williamstown Theatre Festival (Summer 1996). 
• 1993. The Last Yankee (1/05) at Manhattan Theater Club 
(to be revived 1198 at Signature Theater). 
• 1994. Broken Glass. Opened at the Long Wharf in New 
Haven (3/011 and at the Booth (4/24). 
Trademarks Of Miller's Plays 
In an interview after his first big success (All My Sons), Miller 
declared that "In all my plays and books I try to take settings and 
dramatic situations from life which involve real questions of right 
and wrong." Following are key dramatic devices used to achieve 
this mission: 
1. The idealist who pays too much for his inability to 
compromise. All My Sons' Chris Keller's inSiSts on dredging 
up a past that holds unbearable truths. Victor Frank in The 
Price, sacrificed his career dreams to support his father but 
his virtue has brought the additional cost of resentment and 
the crippling inability to move forward when given the 
opportunity. 
2. The Great Depression. The Great depression bankrupted 
Miller's father in real life, Victor Frank's father in The Price, 
the dozens of individuals and families who wander through 
the scenes of The American Clock. In All My Sons, the small 
time industrialist Joe Keller extricates himself from the cusp 
of late Depression bankruptcy by wartime profiteering. 
3. The theme of man's responsibility to his fellow man. 
This was most strongly expressed in All My Sons, where one 
man's greed haunts him in the worst possible way -- in the 
death of his son. . 
4. The Guilt of the survivor. Chris Keller, unlike his father, 
bears no ,",sponsibility for the death of his brother and other 
victims of tht! war. Yet he is haunted by the fact that he's 
alive while ot;tlers died .. This theme of the guilt of those who 
escaP4:l' d"tes tJack to the playwright's first play (and instant 
http://www.curtainup.~ot;nlmill~r .html 1I~/02 
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flop), The Man Who Had All the Luck and recurs in After the 
Fall. 
5. An ordinary man's tragedy doubling as symbol of a 
larger societal flaw. The story of Willie Loman in Death of 
a Salesman is a realistic drama about one man's downfall on 
one level. On a broader symbolic level it is also an 
examination of the delusions attendant on the pursuit of the 
American dream. A View From the Bridge updates the Greek 
tragic mode to depict the downfall of a Brooklyn dock 
worker--taken in the context of its time, the 1950s, some 
audierices also saw the playas a metaphor for the betrayals 
associated with such coHeagues as Elia Kazan to the the 
House Un-American Activities committee's (HUAC) 
investigation of Communists in government. Even more 
specific to those days of Communist witch hunting was The 
Crucible which probably escaped being dated precisely 
because Miller set it in a long-ago historic time frame. 
Links To Plays We Have Reviewed and Books You Might 
Want to Read 
Reviews: This list of Arthur Miller's plays we've reviewed since 
launching CurfainUp is not frozen and we will add to it periodically. 
The Price in 
All My Sons in and 
and 
and 
The Ride Down Mt. Morgan in 
Chaikin) 
> 
and 
and 
(with Joseph 
Books: Miller's plays and other writings are widely anthologized. 
This is a selection of the ones we think fans and students would 
find most 
Penguin, 1995,575 pp. This update of 
an earlier edition was compiled by the playwright and Christopher 
Bigsby, a Miller scholar. It's a good cross-section of Miller's 60-
yeiJr career. Included in full are The CrUCible, Death of a 
Salesman, and Broken Glass; also unpublished early works and a 
newly found radio play. 
Viking paperback, 1987. With the play 
enjoying one of its most dynamic productions ever at the 
Roundabout, (see link to reviewed plays above), we included this 
for people who like to read a play before or after seeing a playas 
well as those who for one reason or another can't get to this 
revival. 
Penguin paperback, 98 pp, 1994.Not one of Miller's best-known 
plays but we've included it since it's the second Miller play to be 
featured in the Signature Theater's 1997-98 season. 
http://www.curtainup.com/miller.html 
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Penguin, 1995. This is the paperback edition of 
Miller's very readable autobiography. It moves from his childhood 
at the edge of Harlem through his life and career, failures and 
successes-- and includes plenty of portraits of famous people who 
played walk-on and major parts in his life; to name just a few: 
Marilyn Monroe, Orson Welles, Lucky Luciano, Clark Gable, 
Tennessee Williams, John F. Kennedy, Mikhail Gorbachev ... 
Da Capo (paperback), 1996. 
This reprint edition is packed with a wealth of essays including 
"Tragedy and the Common Man," "The Nature of Tragedy" ... " 
Sal~sman Has a Birthday" ... "Many Writers: Few Plays" .. . 
"Journey to The &"The American Theater&" ... "On Social Plays" .. 
. "The Family in Modern Drama". Also included are the introduction 
to the original edition (by Robert A. Martin), this expanded Edition 
(by Steven R. Centola) and a foreword by the playwright titled 
"Sorting Things Out." A good value. 
Contemporary Research Press, 
paperback, 1993. This lengthy interview between Steve Centola 
and Arthur Miller provides the playwright with ample opportunity 
to voice his views on playwriting, the state of the theater and the 
acting profession. Centola is clearly an admirer and a fine 
interviewer. The title isn't likely to be found in your neighborhood 
book store but it is available to those prepared to wait for their 
order to be filled. 
Penguin paperback, 128 
pp, 1997. In his long conversation with Stephen Centola, Miller 
spoke about his disaffection with playwriting and intention to do 
more fiction. This collection of short stories, is newly anthologized 
but not newly written. The stories are worth reading but it should 
be noted that writers who've built their reputation on the short 
story (i.e. Pritchett) or short stories and novels (Updike) tend to 
focus for many years on these particular forms. Thus, this book is 
more interesting for showing another side of Miller, than as a 
launching point for a short-story writing career. When you think of 
Miller, it's still going to be in terms of his plays. 
Quotes From Miller Plays 
A little man makes a mistake and they hang him by the thumbs; 
the big ones become ambassadors 
--Joe Keller in Act 2, All My Sons. 
Once and for all you must know that there's a universe of people 
outside, and you're responsible to it. --Chris Keller (to his mother) 
in Act 3, All My Sons 
Since God made everything, and God is Good, why did he make 
Lucifer?---Arthur Miller 
He's not the finest character that ever lived. But he's a human 
being, and a terrible thing is happening to him. So attention must 
be paid. He's not to be allowed to fall into his grave like an old 
dog. Attention, attention must be finally paid to such a person 
-- Linda Loman, Act 1, Death of a Salesman. 
You can't eat the orange and throw the peel away--a man is not a 
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Aircraft> Curtis P-40 Warhawk 
"~~P~·'WIIS O8II8f~1m~_~f'I~ltfttti't· 
~:";kwas ~'1IeWest'~when·thelJnited "C' 
sw-....... the war, buti_.&D ,~fJ8*etl in 1914>~A d# 
totacofr13;14I,fish .... werepmdaeed mtlfty'MWtt7nl'ie€f iI' 
..... [ .... 11fi _".oil>.' 
Manufacturer: Curtis 
Engines: Allison V-1710-33, 1040 HP 
Speed: 357MPH 
Length: 31 ft 3. 5inch 
Range:95Omi 
Wingspan: 37ft 8 1I2inch 
Weight: 6,787Ibs(gross) 
Ceiling: 33,8000 
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Don Lopez 
."": 
AIR&SPACE associate editor Diane 
Tedeschi recently intervie\ved Colonel 
Donald S. Lopez, U.S. Air Force 
(rct.). \vho is now the deputy director 
of the National Air and Space 
Museum. DYftiff'gWd'rM"W'!t H: ill' 
~~'~1ft-g"~tYVe'ttGmtiss Poo40"" 
\VarhawK \\;th the 14th Air Force's 
23rd Fighter Group, whieb'Wfts'bas(!ld 
-Cl!tna. After the \var, Lopez \vorked 
s a test pilot at Eglin Field (now Air 
Force Base) in norida. where he 
,-"·..," ... ·enced firsthand the United 
• Born: July 1923. 
• Married since 1948; 1\\'0 grown children. 
• Occupation: deputy director oftbc National Air and Space 
Museum. 
• Favorite junk food: Pound cake, animal crackers. 
Did you build and fly model airplanes \V-hen you were 
young? 
[\. . 
'; No. T tned to. but T was no good at It. I usually 
made a mess of them . 
. \\-'hat is the first aircraft you ever soloed in? 
J;,i t~ "'f, A Piper Cub--D Cub. 
Hm-v did you get into flying? 
http://www.airspacemag.com/asm/web/twd/Lopez.html 115102 
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was taken do\\n to see Lindbergh go by on his victory 
parade. \Ve went through N e\.v York and then through 
Brooklyn. I liyed in Brooklyn. J just remember 
waving to him. I don't remember much about it, but it 
kind of got me interested. And my uncle took me to 
see the movie rPllgs in 1929: that was the first movie 
I remember seeing. It was a big aviation movie about 
\Vorld War I. Then when I was se\'en--it was right 
around 1929. 1930--a friend of our family was a pilot, 
and he was barnstormjng, flying people off the beach 
in Brooklyn, on the Jamaica Bay shore in an open 
cockpit \V~('P <'\nd nl~" mother and I ,vent up--two 
people cr,u1.; go np ill thoC front cockpit and the pilot 
in the back. I just loved it. 
Then ,,,,,hen I was a little older, about 12 or 13, I used 
to ride my bicycle out to Floyd Bennett Field, which 
\vas a major airfield at that time. This friend of ours 
was flying passengers on weekends in a Waco cabin 
plane, and I would stand by the fence and look sad 
and he would take me up occasionally. So I got a 
number ofllights that \vay. But then we moyed to 
Florida ,,,,hen I was 15, and I didn't fly anymore until I 
was in college. 
My first year in college they started the Civilian Pilot 
Training Program. That was the latter pan of'41. I 
don't think I soloed till the beginning of 1942, that 
\vas in the Piper 13 Cub. And then the War started, of 
course, right in that time period. I signed up. but I 
didn't get called right away because the flying schools 
were too crowded. 
It certainly helped that you grew up in New York. 
which had a rich aviation history . 
.. \ . 
•• ~ Oh, yes. Very much. And J read all the pulp 
magazmes. 
You just mentioned that the flying schools got quite 
fun during the War, but until that time, it seemed there were 
ample opportunities to get into flying. How ''''ouid you 
contrast that with today? 
http://www.airspacemag.com/asm/webltwdILopez.htmI 
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Civilian Pilot Training Program was great: College 
students could get free flying lessons and get their 
licenses ,\ithout paying anything except for minimal 
things like a physical. And a lot of people could hang 
around airports and help ''lash airplanes and clean 
them and get to fly from that. So it was a lot easier 
then. It's so mllch more expensive now, it's much 
more difficult. But I was fortunate in being involved 
in a place "here I could see a lot of airplanes. So I did 
get a chance to fly them. 
We received quite a few questions about the P-40, the 
first of",-hich is: W~,,~ ..... , ... et1ow .... 
11.' ..... de?-
, 
--\]:, . , 
- -~~i"-tt,·wa&~'~~. Or 
something like that. 330. I don't remember exactly, 
hut it ,vas in that baJlpark.~.~.~,~e., 
~-_,.~y/htUitpOWOf"_""SPeed·artesw 
.y.w...w~~iB&t9_ away fmm 5OIDOQDe, beGause4' 
~jwit, woll'ied a80attfte eJJgine~tmii'lfg!' 
4¥:1'Wtm''''8stfte,'pfimaryfuDdim-'ofthe P .. 49 during'" 
... 1W ... :w.'f{.., 
That sounds like real visceraL physical kind offlying--
the strafing, the di've-bombing. Hmv much training did you 
get for that kind of flying? 
f, 
.'" WelL you got the training in the States. You got 
training in aerial gunnery and also in ground gunnery. 
But it's quite different when someone's shooting at 
you. And you kno\v [in training]. you're just shooting 
at a fixed target. And when you're strafing tmcks or 
trains or whatever, they're moving. It's a little 
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different. But then when "ve got to India, there was a 
theater used it. An new fighter pilots coming oyer 
would be trained there for about a month by fighter 
pilots \\110 wen~ coming home from combat. So you 
got experience with people who'd really been doing it. 
And we dropped a lot of Eve bombs there and learned 
to para-frag and things like that Para-frags are 
fragmentation bombs that haye parachutes on them: 
"vhen you drop them they stop and go right dom1. But 
you really leamed on the job more or less as you got 
into combat. 
\Vhat \.~:, ~ ,)~lr scariest experience flying a P-40? 
., 
~ ""t-, 
~ .. :. Probably' th.e one that real I)' scared l11e tlle lTI.ost 
was "vhen I was strafing. Td been on a reconnaissance 
mission \\ith my wingman. looking for the Japanese 
troops that ",-ere marching do\"11 toward [our airfield]. 
They were hiding during the day and marching at 
night. I found them and strafed them and bombed 
them until I was out of ammunition, then went back 
and got another squadron and led them back to attack. 
Just before dark--late afternoon. early evening--we 
\vent dm"11 to strafe and bomb [the Japanese troops]. 
There \vere lots of them, thousands of them. And 
when T did about my fifth or shih pass, T noticed my 
coolant temperature was light on the peg and the oil 
temperature was right on the peg, which usually 
means you'ye been hit in the coolant system and 
you're losing coolant and your engine is going to stop 
""ithin two minutes or a minute and a half 
Well, I didn't really relish the idea of bailing out in 
the middle of all those people I'd been strafing. T 
figured they'd kill me as soon as T landed. But. 
fOrhmutely. T started climbing out to get as far away 
as I could and opened my coolant shutters, which lets 
more air through the radiator and the engine cooled 
back do\\n. \vnen I got back to my base and landed, 
rT discovered that] some bullets had come up through 
the side of the cockpit and hit the coolant shutter 
handle and closed it all the \\lay. So it really hadn't 
damaged the coolant, it just closed the handle so the 
engine got too hot. It \vas a false alann, but it real1y 
had me nervous there for a while. 
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• ~'We'dmrrt.'lHtytlriRg.ut,tly'UteBI~ 
l'~'fteWdliefSl,·grnumi'Crews~llIdarmorer9P All \ve 
did was come do\\u in the morning \vhen 've'd go on 
alert for the day \\;th our parachute, and helmet, and 
every1hing and get it all set to take off quickly if we 
had to. But;as *>as~g;dle,n-eifur}':!!: 
;O~~ ~:t.~we nc>verGld:any.ofit.Th. 
was all .. on "Fe ot:,:Our CTeWS;wmdd;kave bE!e1'l ~ 
in_it.hf we'd uyto do any of it. "",' 
How ,,,,ould you rate the P-40 ,,,;th the Japanese 
fighters you were flying against at the time? 
if· 
.,,"1t:' 
, , We fought most of the \Var against the 
Nakajima KI43 Hayabasha. which means peregrine 
falcon, hut ,vc caned them Oscars. They were an 
anny'Version of the Zero, and they "vere e:\.1remely 
maneuverahle. We couldn't come close to 
maneuvering \\ith them. A nonnal one weighed about 
5.000 pounds: one of ours \veighed about 8.000 
pounds. But \ve had ahout the same top speed. [And] 
we could outdiye them because \ve were heavier and 
much more ruggedly built. We could take a lot more 
punishment. Of course, we tried not to take 
punishment hut the airplane could take a lot of hits 
\,ithout coming apart. 
Vvliat we did was use the tactics that Chennault had 
devised. And so \ve would dive, attack them. and then 
puB out climb up--didn't try to tum \\;th them--and 
then come back and attack them a2:a1n. \\le didn!t try 
~ . 
to get into tuming dogfights like they did in Europe. 
So \\ie were very successful. \"1 e didn't have that 
much trouble against them. 
Were there any things you ,vould have changed about 
the P-40? 
,., 
f:\ ~ '%- Well, there wasn't much we could do. The P-
40N model, ,,,hich \vas the one I fie,..- the most, was a 
lightweight 'Version. It had a couple of faults: One 
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thing. they didn't have a starter in it--you had to crank 
• 1 , 1 n .".-..,. 
it U) naliU. ihLt as soon as \\.: got to L!lllia, our crc\-\s 
put electric starters in because they didn't want to be 
cranking. and we didn't want them to be cranking. 
TIle only thing r would have changed: \w didn't have 
any flight instnllnt."11ts that \vere any good. We didn't 
have gyro instmments in the P-40N. \Ve just had a 
needle and ball, and the needle \vas a new-type 
electric onc that didn't work. So we really couldn't fly 
instmments. \Ve just had to stay under the clouds 
even ifit meant flying one foot off the river to get 
back [to our airfield]. So if\ve'd had good flight 
instmments, we would have been a lot better off in 
several situations where we couldn't fly instmments 
\vhen \ve needed to. 
Ho\'V many kills did you get? 
~ 
'.'-.. : 
'. Five kills. All in China. Four with the P-40 and 
one \\'ith the Mustang. 
\Vere you at the P-40 dedication at Gunter Air Force 
Base in Montgomery, Alabama, in 1967? 
;to l'. No.1 ,"vasn't there. T heard about it. In '67 1 ,vas 
\vorking on the space program, and T couldn't get 
away at the time. 
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·<DMi~WMttWRJ!fi;·~etfte'W·10't·miMi8H·iD~ 
~hed ·P-40 while9ased Mt,etmflf witt¥~t,",,'Ait' .;B 
.~= 
1~ &A •• 'a .. , .. "" 
How did you feel about the somc\vhat covert nature of 
your unit's operations in China? 
• 
.. ~ \Vell. when I \vas there. they weren't really 
cm'ert T don't think. [My lmit's operations] \vere 
handicapped by [there] being so few ofus--we were 
scattered all through China. T mean. a fighter group in 
Europe. and Africa. and in the Pacific operated as a 
group. But our group was four squadrons pan of the 
time and three squadrons part of the time. Each one 
\\as at a totally different base. so we didn't operate 
together and we ran very 5111a11 missions. You know, 
eight airplanes usually would be a mission instead of 
several htmdred as they did in the other theaters. We 
didn't have enough fnel to do big ones because it all 
had to be £10\\11 oyer the Hump [ajagged, snow-
covered mass of mountains separating India and 
China]. But T don't think \ve were really covert. A 
little bit maybe \\ith the AVG [American Volunteer 
Group]. Before I got there. they \vere trying to sneak 
http://www.airspacemag.com/asm/web/twdlLopez.html 115102 
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up, fly to small bases, and stage out of there. \Ve did 
"ml1'" ofthflt. hlt T \YOllldn't c:111 it '1 ('f",'prt Onf>nlt;on 
\"11at did the Chinese think about these Yankee pilots? 
f, 
"~ 
~ "j: Well, they were very. yery supponh'e of us. 
Actually. the Chinese--the peasants and the guelTillas 
that were out in the field--were outstanding. If one of 
our pilots got shot down behind the Japanese lines 
and he hadn't landed light in the middle of Japanese 
troops and [gotten] captured. it was almost celtain 
that [the Chinese] \v01.lld get him out and get him 
back home. They were very good about that--at the 
risk of their O\\TI lives. And the Chinese people would 
ahvays smile and \vave. 
Did you have much time to absorb the local culture or 
sample the food? 
1\ 
'; ..." Well. we ate primarily in the mess hall, but our 
food was supplied by the Chinese because they [U.S. 
forces] didn't want to \vaste time flying it over the 
Hump. And so we \vere the only military [group] in 
the world that \vmIld kill for Spam. \Ve 10\'ed to get 
U.S. food. We \vould fly to India to pick up new 
airplanes. and we'd load 'em \\ith food from the 
commissary. You know, canned pineapple. and ham, 
and Spam and all that sort of stuff. \Ve didn't go do\\u 
and eat in the [local] economy too much: there was an 
awful lot of dysentery. You had to be very careful of 
what you ate. 
Were you involved in training Chinese pilots how to 
fly the P-40? 
,*, 
~: 'l:f. Uh, not in the P-40. ll1erc ,",vere nvo groups over 
there: ll1ere was the Chinese air force. which had 
been trained prior to us getting there. [111cn there 
was] the Chinese-American composite \\ing. which 
was American pilots leading Chinese pilots--the 
squadrons had both Americans and Chinese pilots. 
Those pilots ,",vere all trained in the U.S. at Luke Field 
and \vere pretty good pilots. And they would train in 
India on the \vay over, too. But I wasn't involved in 
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any of that because T was in China at the time. \\-11en I 
in"trt1~t('d in Tndifl hefnff' T \\"f~nt 110111':'. T hc-lped leild 
some of them, but it \vas jn Mustangs. We were 
training them in low-altitude attack and that sort of 
stuff. And they \vere pretty good pilots. We had a 
little communications problems sometimes. but 
generally they \vere pretty good. 
How did you handle the Isolation of fighting a war so 
far from home? Did that weigh on you at all? 
., 
.,;T 
~ "Y. \Vell. to a degree. \Vhat hurt a lot was just not 
ha\'ing the tools to fight v.ith.Qas~~Sttua~ 
was~n .t~·ealyitJur·airpbmes that'cou1dfty. ,. 
because we didn't get parts and we lost airplanes and It 
thelu:ouldn't replace'them.'1oBut we handled the 
isolation very \vell, I thought. \Ve \vere an just a 
bunch of young guys and we had a lot of things to 
keep us an:msed. We did an 3\'vful1ot of rending. \Ve 
did a lot of card-playing. \Ve had great Hengyang gin 
mmmy tournaments. We had a contest to see \vho 
could lean the furthest "ithout fal1jng oyer. We got 
along just fine. 1 don't remember feeling deprived. 
But my mother would write and say. "HO\\' come 
you're in the only theater where \ve're losing?" Other 
than that. everybody supported us. 
EYcn though ,yar is a yery serious affair. 'were there 
moments of humor and times ,vhen you just had to laugh? 
.t .. /r, 
. Oh, yeah. You knm,v, you're not supposed to. but 
\ve really enjoyed it. \Ve had a good time. Everybody 
liked the adYenture. A 'B1'i1tsl"lmafflkitmv~aid, f'If" 
, ~ou ,give a young matift'tmit'oflfl.a fast airplane. and< 
something to shoot"at.howcoutd'henm:be happ~ 
And it kind of ,"vas like that. I mean, people were very 
interested in getting ill as many missions as they 
could and disappointed when they didn't run into 
comhat or enemy planes. And people wcn~ joking 
around and kidding all the time. All sorts of funny 
things \yould happen--not so much in the air of 
course. but on the ground. 
Looking back on this time. it does seem as if there \vas 
no shortage of young men \\'ho \vanted to be fighter pilots. 
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"- .~ Oh. no A lot more neonle wanted to !I() throuQh 
• t '.~_ 
flight training than could (because of the physical 
requirements, and you had to pass mental tests as 
well). But when you were selected to be a fighter 
pilot. you were just ovetjoyed. And the ones \",ho got 
selected and then were put in instmcting didn't like it-
-they wanted to go to combat. Everybody was pretty 
eager to fight. And I think it's still the same; most 
pilots ,vould rather be fighter pilots. 
How did you become a fighter pilot? Was there a fonn 
you filled out requesting to be a fighter pilot? \Vas there 
ever a moment when you could have been routed to, say, 
flying a cargo plane? 
f. 
/~; Yes. Acnwlly. you didn't have a lot of choice. 
You could select. You could tell what you wanted to 
do. \Vhen you went through basic flying school--
everybody ,vent through primmy, and basic, and 
preflight the same. But then at basic you decided 
,vhether you wanted to go to single- or t\vin-engine 
ad\'anced training. Tfyon went to t\\in-engine, the 
chances are you would be a bomber pilot or a cargo 
pilot. And if you went to single-engine, you'd 
probably be a fighter pilot or instmctor of some sort. 
Well. I selected single-engine. And then they selected 
from the group of students: they selected the ones that 
they ,vanted--the instmctors decided. Everybody 
wanted to be a fighter pilot I think. I was in a group 
,,,ithin the flying school that was selected to fly P-40s 
for the last 10 hours while I was still a cadet. I mean. I 
,vasn't singled out: there were quite a fe,"v that did it, 
but by far, not everybody. Just a group that probably 
seemed to have the best aptitude for being a fighter 
pilot. 
\Vere you in China ,vhen the 23rd Fighter Group was 
disbanded? 
,.\ 
.'<:, No. J left China in l\'1arch of 1945. well before 
the end of the \Var. 
Did you have a chance to fly a P-39? If so, could you 
compare it to the P-40. 
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.i~; T ()nh~ f!(',,~ ~ p- ~() ()lH"~ And it "-~<; kind (If 
illegal. A friend of mine landed, and he said I could 
fly it. I took it up for a quick flight and landed. So I 
really don't know too much about the P-3<). 
I flew the 63 quite a bit. though, later. "hich was an 
adyanced ycrsion of the 3<). It was a nice-flying 
airplane. but it wasn't a very good combat airplane for 
air-to-air work because when you fired the 
ammunition t1l.;- CG [center of grayity] moved so far 
back. Your nose got so 1 i gh t th at it ,vas yerv 
- - ~ 
susceptible to spins. and it didn't haye good altitude 
(neither did the P-40), but it .illst wasn't as mgged. 
Can you describe your first combat encounter and 
\"hat was going through you mind. 
~'~~.-
• > My first aerial combat was on December 12. 
1 <)43. TIle Japanese had bombed our field at 
Hengyang on the 10th of December. and they had 
come in low--about J .000 feet. Our fighters had taken 
off real early in the morning. and it was foggy and 
hazy. TIley cl1mbed to altitude thinking that the 
Japanese were coming in high, [but] they came in 
about a thousand feet and bombed our field and did a 
pretty good j ob of damaging it. Our fighters got dm\n 
and shot doml a number of them after that. 
Two days later we went up again; we had only 12 airplanes 
and the CO [commanding officer] was pretty sure that they 
would COlUe in low again because they usually did the same 
thing a couple of times. So we scrambled, and he said the 
first 1\"0 flights would stay down low and the third flight 
would go up high to cover. I was the number two pilot in 
the third flight. We took off. and our flight started climbing. 
We got to about 12,000 feet. out of a ha-;e layer; we were ~p 
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in the clear sunshine. T heard the peDple dD\"l1 belm\" yelling 
l:l,t, lih':), 'u ~-':';ll l;l~ iHJUlU,,:t'~. Il1l:n my liigm kad~r 
suddenly dropped his belly tank and yelled "ZerO's!" (We 
always calleel them ZerO's even thDugh they weren't Zeros.) 
I dropped my tank and rDlled Dver, fDlIO'wing him. There 
were abDut 35 Dr 40 Oscars just belDw us, bDuncing around 
in th eir squirrel cage--th ey 'were just SDrt Df moving up and 
do\\l1, and back and sideways, and all. We dived through 
thetl4 and I didn't hit anything. I fired but I missed and 
dived thrDugh and gDt dmvn in the haze. I was tDld later that 
twO' as cars gDt Dn my tail. but the number three man shDt at 
them and they broke Dff. The number fDur man in Dur flight 
was shDt dDwn and kmed Dn that day. 
And then in the haze. I lDst sight Dfmy leader, and the 
number three guy IDst sight Dfme. SO' I climbed up above 
the haze layer and circled once trying to see anybDdy. I saw 
a P-40 in the distance being chased by an Oscar. I fired Dver 
in that directiDn even thDugh I was way Dut Dfrange, trying 
to' get him to' break Dff. which he did. But [the Oscar] turned 
to\''I'anl me, and 50' we were making a head-Dn pass at each 
Dther. T wasn't trying to' ram him Dr anything. but I didn't 
want to' be the first Dne to' break because I was afraid he'd 
get right Dn mv tail. SO' \vhen we 2:Dt within ran2:e, I started 
~ - '" ~ - . 
firing and he started firing. and T was hitting hi111 and he was 
hitting me. At the very last secDnd befDre we hit head-Dn. he 
whipped it intO' a vertical bank to' the right and started the 
turn, but my left wing hit his left \\ing. T IDst abDut two and 
a half, three feet Dfmy left \\ling, and he IDst mDst Dfhis left 
'''ing because T hit him much further intO' the \\ing than he 
hit me. He went intO' a spinning dive intO' the haze. T didn't 
see him anymDre. hut they fDund his airplane quite a bit 
later. 
And he prDhahly hadn't been able to' bai1 Dut? 
.~Ii 
~. "',>, NO'. His bDdy was still in. And the P-40 flew 
pretty much the same as it had befDre. I didn't nDtice a 
IDt Df difference. T f01.md twO' mDre P-40s, and I gDt in 
a fight ".ith anDther Oscar. One of the Dther guys shDt 
it dDWll. Then we gDt back together and landed. 
SO' YDU \vere prDbably glad that YDur aircraft was mDre 
robust than the Japanese planes. 
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01; _ ~)l~s:--:--1~.:~~~!: Y'/~' :~:;~! gcol1. T~~g;::d ~~jrp1Jnes. 
And the Oscar \vas noted for not haying yery strong 
wi.ngs. 
I 
~:l)tllrllf~.W1fi"':·1rJb!;ez'i!,.(',;,o""'J~«';,i' kiTIs. incltiding'One With theP-51~ 
'":"~ ~ 
Bm"""'N~~r" " ·,tt, 
As a piston-engine pilot. what did you think about the 
new jet aircraft being developed in the 1940s: 
, . 
• '.:C We were eager to fly them. Oh. yeah. I was 
fortunate: I \vas a test pilot. T wcnt right back to Eglin 
[Field in Florida 1 and became a fighter test pilot. 
TIley used fighter pilots straight from combat to test 
the airplanes. We tested them for "operational 
suitability" to see how they would react in combat. 
And so I got to fly the P-59, "hich was our first jet, 
before the \Var ended. And I ,vas just thrilled. It didn't 
have any particular po,vcr and it wasn't a Ycry 
impressive airp lane. but it \vas a jet and it ,vas yery 
quiet. I rcal1y thought it \vas wonderful. But then right 
at the beginning of'46, we got a P-80. which was a 
very nice airplnne. J mean. \ve lorded it over 
everybody \\iho hadn't flo\\ll a jet. \Ve loved it. 
TIlere \vere things to learn though. TIle jets \yere a 
little different on landing: they didn't slow do\'"n as 
much as a propeller airplane because the prop gives 
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to hail ont. 
Does the physical stress of the G forces endured by 
fighter pilots cause any health problems? 
f 
"'If. 
i '1. All. welL fm shorter than J used to be. No, it 
rcally doesn't. Tt's very debilitating [on a temporary 
hasisl J mean. if you go up and pull a lot ofGs, it's 
tiring be,;;ause you fight against them \,;th your body. 
[for] some of the gunnery tests we did, \ve would 
hayc to fire a \ ... hole bunch of rounds through the guns 
at six CIS or more to make sure the glms \vonid still 
feed at that G load. So you go up and do that for a 
couple of hours a day and it's really very tiring, but it 
doesn't have any lasting effects. That J know of 
fm assuming that as a fighter pilot you had a recovery 
period--some do\\-ll time between flights. 
~\: 
• 00, \-VeIL yeah. But it 'wasn't reany that bad. I mean, 
\ve \yould fly sometimes two missions in the morning 
and a couple in the afternoon if we were testing. They 
\veren't long missions: you were only actual1y firing 
for about a minute or so because you don't even have 
that much ammunition. You'd have to get the Gs 
established and then fire for a ShOlt burst of a few 
seconds. and then come around and do it again. So 
you're pulling Gs quite a bit of the time. 
And the first jets. there \\-as no air conditioning, and 
you'd come dm"11 just absolutely \\-Tinging wet. It 
used to be 130 degrees in the cock--pit sometimes--at 
l1igh speed and low altitude . 
. , And I guess you probably didn't have Gatorade >,vith 
you in the cockpit. 
," 
• ";- No. You didn't have any1hing. But, sec. you 
didn't stay up that long in the jets in those days. About 
an hour and a half. 
-'-' Ho\\~ did YOll feel \\~hen the War ended? 
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"vatlt anybody else to get killed. T was expecting to go 
back into combat "vhen we innded Japan. But. as you 
know. we didn't have to. My ambition was to stay in 
the Air Force the whole time. T never wanted to quit 
flying. And I was in a "vonderful to place to fly [Eglin 
Field]. so I was very happy to stay in. \Ve did have an 
a""fullot of people that left the Air force. And it got 
real small for a while. Especially maintenance people. 
We really had a problem with that. But, you knmv, 
they didn't have the fun of flying. and they had other 
things to do In their life. But "ve got [the number of 
personnel] back up pretty quick, and \\'e had a real 
good outfit d0\\11 there [ at Eglin]. T stayed as long as T 
could--as long as I could fly . 
. ~ Did you ever fly as a test pilot for an aerospace 
company? 
, 
f\\ 
" Oh. no. I was strictly Air Force. I went to the Air 
Force Test Pilot School. which was at Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base at that time. Some years 
later it JrlOved out to Edwards [Air Force Base] in 
California. but we fle,v in Dayton ,vhen I "vent to 
school. 
""'11at "vas the scariest thing that ever happened during 
your days as a test pilot? 
':\ 
". '\ Oh, I don't h..LlOW. Let's see. Well, T guess the 
time I ,,,as taking off from an airshow in Jacksonville, 
and the engine--they had the "\Tong kind of tailpipe in 
it. So I \vasn't getting the thmst I was supposed to. I 
\vas flying the \""jng, and T just couldn't stay up "ith 
the leader. Started falling back but by the time I 
realized It \yas a problem, I ,vas too far dm\11 the 
filllway to stop. So T just barely got it off the ground, 
and was almost on the dirt at the end ofthc rumvay. 
Got my \vheels up, and started to get the flaps up. 
And then the big fire \vaming light came on--you're 
supposed to throttle back immediately. But if I 
throttled back, J'd have hit the ground. So [ had to just 
s,veat it out until I got a little altitude and then throttle 
back And the light went out. There was a leak in the 
tailpipe, and the side of the fuselage had bum marks 
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on it. but nothing burned through. 
'-- '-
TIlcn one time I ,vas taking off at night in an F-S4 that 
was rigged as a night fighter. fI had] just lifted off the 
ground, and it ,vas a real hot night in July. TIle main 
fuel pump failed, and it switched over to the 
emergency fud pump. But the emergency fuel pump 
will only give you about 96 percent rpm, and that 
v.,-asn't ellough. I hadjust lifted off, I hadn't even 
started to pull the \"heels up yet. So I put it back 
dO\m on the ground, hut I was going like mad and I 
ran off the end of the mmvay into the dirt, and it 
finally stopped. I was just getting ready to pull the 
\vheels up to keep from going OYCl' the ledge into the 
swamp. [got [my airplane] stopped. hut both tires 
caught fire from the cx:cessiyc braking. I called [the 
tm\,er] and told them T \vas ahorting the takeoff, hut 
the guy screv,'cd up and scnt the fire tmck to the other 
end of the field. So I had to put the fire out by 
thro,ving sand on it. 
Hmv would you compare test flying with aerial combat 
in terms of s\veating palms and elevated heart rate? 
/(, 
""'''~ Well. I think the comhat's much more nerve-
wTacking in the sense no one's really trying to kill you 
,,,hen you're te!>1 flying. But I did a testing of head-on 
passes of bombers to see hO\v ,vell you could do that 
in jets. and that was pretty hairy. But I never \vas in 
fear of my life, Now, I wasn't flying the e\.'Perimental 
airplane 50 like they did out at Edwards. We were just 
testing n~gular airplanes to see how they could be 
used and operated ,\ith different weapons and all that 
SOlt of stuff on them. 
Tell us about your work for the space program. 
i\~. 
> '\Vben T got out of the Air Force in 1964, I 
answered an ad for a company caIled BenCom. Bell 
Labs had formed a small company to be the systems 
engineering branch of NASA headqnarters. So I 
applied there, and I got hired. rm a propUlsion 
engineer: I have a master's degree from Cal Tech, and 
I specialized in thennodynamic propulsion. And 
while I ,:\'as in the Air Force, I taught thennodvnamics 
.- - .,-
at the Air Force Academy. So T ,vas \vorking on the 
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the guy screwed up and sent the fire tmck to the other 
end oftb.: fidd. So 1 had to put the tire out by 
thrm"ing sand on it. 
How \vould you compare test flying \vit11 aerial combat 
in tenns of sweating palms and eleyated heart rate? 
"~ 
,. "-<. \Vel1. T think the combat's nmcll mnr-:' l;.:rd~-
'\Tacking in the sense no one's really trying to kill you 
when you're test flying. But I did a testing of head-on 
passes of bombers to see hovv' well you could do that 
injets. and that ,vas pretty hairy. But T never was in 
fear of my life. No,,,. I ,va5n't flying the experimental 
airplanes like they did out at Ed\vards. We were just 
testing regular airplanes to see how they could be 
used and operated ,,;th different ,veapons and all that 
sort of stuff on them. 
Tell us about your \vork for the space program . 
.. 
~ \., 
., \\Then I got out of the Air Force in 1964. I 
answered an ad for a company called Bel1Com. Ben 
Labs had fonned a small company to be the systems 
engineering branch of NASA headquarters. So I 
applied there, and T got hired. I'm a propulsion 
engineer; T have a master's degree from Cal Tech, and 
T specialized in thennodynamic propulsion. And 
white T ,vas in the Air Force, I taught thennod)11amics 
at the Air Force Academy. So I 'vas working on the 
specifications for the Apollo-Saturn launch vehicle. I 
was mainly ,vorking on the propulsion systems for the 
upper two stages. helping to write the specifications 
and yisiting the plant and monitoring the progress of 
the 1-2 engines. And then later on, " .. hen the Sl,)'lab 
program started, I ,vorked on the orbital ,vorkshop. 
fm wondering ifYOll have a favorite perioJ of aviation 
history. 
;1;, 
~. ", r liked the Golden Age because 1 used to read 
about all the air races. And I was very interested in 
World vVar I fighters from reading about them. I 
enjoyed flying in [World War II] very much, too. But 
T think the period I spent at EgJin Field from about 
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'42, '43 till about '51 was the best period o[my life for 
flying. B~callse I got to fly all the fighters there were. 
And I got to fly all the bombers and aU the transports. 
It was the greatest thing in the world. That's why I 
named my book Fighter Pilot's Hea1'en--I meant it. 
There's many of our readers and website visitors \\'ho 
\vould be very envious of the statement you just made about 
getting to fly all those bombers and fighters . 
. \. 
'~"'\ Oh, yeah. 1t was wonderful. 
Are you flying anything nO\v? 
t. 
-''''' ~: ~, Yeah. A Cessna 172. mostly. But occasionally 
some friends of mine let me fly a Steannan. I fIe\v a 
modified T -6 a few years ago that had four feet cut 
off each \\ing and an 1,820 engine in it so that's 
double the horsepower, and that was a real ball. I 
really felt for a moment like I was young again. 
The Cessna--is it your 0\\11 or do you rent it? 
to Ft 
"'. t. No, I rent it. It's too expensive to keep an 
airplane. 
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Don Ameche-
"shootin'match"-
battalion-
Bunna-
''haberdashering'' -
Casanova-
Company-
''hair shirt"-
''broadcloth'' -
Zeppelin-
-
.. 
actor; won Oscar in 1958 for Cocoon 
contest in marksmanship; everything in a particular matter 
highest combat unit; lieutenant; 500-800 men 
(China-Bunna-India Theatre )/female dancers; every movement 
had signifigance, even eyebrow movement; audience (mostly 
soldiers during war) encouraged to tease and shout at performers; 
audience also allowed to go backstage and watch dancers change 
costumes 
selling men's clothing and furnishings (ties, shirts, gloves, etc.); 
Harry S. Truman (president at time) opened a haberdashery in 
Kansas City after WWI 
(1725-1798); wrote Memoirs; known for love affairs 
right below battalion; 100-200 or 60-190 men; Captain 
coarse haircloth made from horses manes; worm by penitents & 
ascetics (and others dedicated to upholding ideals) to repent 
made of cotton or soft wool; made in England in 1400s; greater 
than 54 inches wide, hence ''broad''doth; made to look like satin or 
other lustrous, expensive fabrics 
largest, cigar-shaped airships; 400-800 ft.; 80 miles/hour; fastest 
during its time 
--
Scene Analysis 
ACT I 
LI~tmf\J~ 
t>~lbWt~~ , 
Al\..)QL~ ~l ~ 
ALL MY SONS 
lOam on a Sunday morning. Beautiful. warm day, not a cloud in the sky. 
no clouds in the sky 
Wind knocked over tree 
p.1-8 
The three guys are making morning talk. Something to do, I guess. It's a Sunday 
morning habit. Reading paper, Larry is first mentioned and we get the feeling Keller 
knows he is dead, and mad his wife can't accept it. 
p.8-10 
Annie is the topic of conversation to the women. They all wonder why she's here. To 
marry Chris? 
p.10 
How close is the Lubey House? 
-Joes "Hunting gun?" 
p.l1-12 
Keller and Bert talk about police. Keller has a Jail in the basement. What does this 
symbolize? A jail in his heart? 
p.12-13 
Kate saw tree snap. She was outside. Chris saw her. Annie just arrived. What does all 
this symbolize? Kate finally realizes that maybe Larry is dead, and that Annie is here for 
Chris. 
p.13 
Keller and Chris talk about telling mother that Larry is dead. Chris has ulterior motive. 
Wants to marry Annie and wants dad to support it. 
p.1S 
Chris would leave the business to marry Annie. This gets Keller jumpy. He sees it as a 
way to defeat his demands about what happened. It also scares him that what he did 
could be for nothing. 
p.16-17 
Mom thinks Annie coming and tree falling is a sign Larry is to come back. But she 
knows deep down, that instead this is the opposite of what is to happen. 
p. 18 
Tree was planted cause Larry was dead. Kate did not accept it, but still let it get planted. 
_ p.19 
-
-
700 miles from NY. Mom wants Annie to believe Larry is still alive, instead of coming 
and ruining her little lie she is living. 
p.20 
Mom wants Keller to believe Larry is still alive. Keller is stuck between a rock and hard 
place. Kate is trying to squeeze as much as she can, while Keller is starting to worry 
about the past. The jail also comes up again. 
p.22 
Mom pushes that Ann believes the same as mom. Moms pushing starts to back fire, and 
She does not like it. 
p.23 
Ann is disgraced Kate still thinks Larry is Alive. Is this a foreshadow of what is to come. 
p.24 
Mother is force feeding, turning the conversation into an argument. Everyone, even 
mo~ knows why Ann is here, to marry Chris. 
p.2S 
Why is Ann's Dad in prison? What happened? Ann has no remorse towards Keller, he is 
a little relieved. 
p.26 
Joe got off, Why? How? The people in the neighborhood have forgotten about it. 
p.27 
Chris is mad at Ann's father. So is Ann, she has not talked to her father. Keller is ready 
to forgive, yet laughs at Ann's dad. He knows he pulled one over on her dad. Mom is 
not mad that Ann accused her father ofkilling Larry. Ann knows Larry killed himself, 
and if it was her fathers' fault, then it was. 
p.2S 
Joe explains what her father must have been dealing with, giving him excuses. 
p.29-30 
Chris and Ann are alone, and express their love for one another. They decide to get 
married, and Chris will tell his mother later that night. 
p.31 
Chris has a lot of realization from this war. Chris failed and his men all died. 
--
p.32-33 
George, Ann's brother calls. Keller learns of the wedding, and then starts asking about 
Ann. and we can tell he is really frightened. He is afraid ofthe case opening up, and 
finding out he was truly guilty. He also says he will work on Kate for Chris. 
p.34 
Joe and Kate talk about what could happen. It could get very bad if George comes to 
cause trouble about the case. 
ACT II 
Its 8pm. The day is turning into night. A storm is brewing. The moon has just began to 
peek out as the sun goes away. A porchlight gets turned on during the scene. 
P.35 
-More light with tree gone 
Mom is nervous about as much as Joe was earlier. They don't want George to come. 
They know he probably want to open up the case again. 
p.36 
Chris and Ann will tell mom about the engagement later, after they put her in a better 
mood. 
p.36-38 
Sue comes over to talk to Ann. Sue knows they are to wed. She talks about how Chris is 
living in an unrealistic world, very rich and proper, acting like nothing ever happened. 
Sue says everyone knows Joe pulled a fast one, but Chris acts too good for everyone. 
p.38-40 
Chris and Ann discuss what the nationhood thinks. They also foreshadow why George is 
coming. Ann has turned her back on her father, but knows that Joe might have put her 
father in the situation and got him in trouble. 
p.40-42 
Joe is very worried, and is trying to make up for everything and make it all ok. He wants 
George to work back here, and wants Steve to have a spot at the plant. He is loosing it. 
He knows George is coming, and he realizes the only thing he has that is good is his son, 
and he might loose him due to Ann. 
p.43 
Jim tells Ann to get George out of there. He is the car waiting. Jim says he is there to 
crucifY Joe. Chris gets pissed at Jim and is yelling, and then George is there. 
p.44 
The meeting between Chris and George starts good. They make nice small talk. Then 
George begins to make ass comments. 
--
p.44-48 
George is indeed there to accuse Joe. He doesn't want Ann to marry Chris cause he 
believes his father. He knows Chris does too. He doesn't want Joe to take everything his 
father had. Chris admits why he doesn't want his name on the business. It is cause he 
knows Joe did it. 
p.49-50 
Mother and George chitchat, and a small argument about Georges' departure take place. 
p.50-52 
Lydia and George catch up with a little small talk:. The subject of why George is here is 
being beaten around the bush. Lydia leaves and mother starts in again. She then brings 
up the fact that Joe wants George to move back to the nationhood. 
p.53-54 
Joe is ready for George. He brings it up the trip almost immediately and doesn't even 
really allow George to speak. He makes George remember all of the times his dad made 
mistakes. This is to prevent George from crucifying him. He hopes this was all he 
needed to do. 
p.55 
Then Kate makes the mistake of saying Joe wasn't sick for 15 years, and Joe has to 
remind her. George hits this hard, and this is his chance to really find out what really 
happened. 
p.56-
Frank runs over and tells mother that it was Larry's favorable day when he supposedly 
died. Then mother tells Ann to leave, she had packed all her stuff for her. George is also 
pushing that she leave, for what mother said about Joe being sick. Ann ends it by saying 
only Chris will tell her to leave, and ifnot, she's staying. 
p.57 
Mother and Chris get into it, and all of a sudden mother turns the argument to Joe. She 
basically says that if Larry is dead, it is cause his father sold those parts. 
p.58 
Joe admits he was the one who shipped the parts out. 
p.59 
Joe tries to say he did it for Chris, and Chris looses it. What is Kate doing during this? 
She had just a') much to do as Joe. 
--
-
ACT III 
Midnight. It is still warmer outside. A storm is beginning to brew even more. Clouds 
have moved in. The moon is the only light at first, then either Joe or Ann come out and 
turn on the porch light. The moonlight is very bright, and Clouds move in and out during 
the scene. 
p.60-61 
Jim comes out and Kate is sitting there. Jim tells Kate he knew all along that Joe did it. 
Then he tells her Chris will come back, because that is how Chris is. He also rants and 
raves about how this world is all about money. 
p.62-63 
Mother and Joe discuss what to do. Kate tells Joe he's got to be safe, but Kate has kind 
of given up. She wants Joe to go to jail, so she doesn't lose another son. Joe also talks 
about how Larry would have understood. That is all he can do to keep sane, tell himself 
that. 
p.64-65 
Ann come in and decides that she has something to tell Kate. She tells Kate she has to 
tell Chris Larry is dead. Joe is pushing this hard also. Then Kate does not listen, so Ann 
tells Joe to go inside. Ann pulls out a letter and tells Kate she is not leaving without 
Chris, and starts to explain the letter from Larry. 
p.66 
Chris tells Ann and mother he is leaving. Ann starts to talk him into taking her, and 
confronting his dad ifhe feels he needs to. Chris has no idea what to do. He calls his 
father hopeless cause he didn't know any better cause this was how the world was. 
p.67 
Joe yells at Chris, asking him what he should do. And he says ifhe was wrong so was 
everybody else~. Joe is loosing control. Then Chris takes the letter. Mom knows, and 
Ann knows, they want it back, and want Joe to go into the house. 
p.68 
Larry killed himself, and wanted to kill Joe. Chris knew this, and told it to Joe to hurt 
him. 
END 
Joe brings up the fact that all the men who he killed were his sons, because he did indeed 
kill his own son. This was foreshadowed by Chris when he discussed all the men that 
died under his command. 
Joe heads upstairs to get his stuff to go to jail, and Mother is trying to tell Chris not to 
take him. Then the shot is heard. Joe killed himself, because there was no other way for 
the family to survive. Chris pushed him to it out ofhis own rage. It was what had to 
happen, because this world is so clustered with money, they forget about the value of 
human life. 
-"-
-
SIMPLISTIC REALISM 
Simplistic realism is a conservative approach that sets the atmosphere into the 
realness of what it was like to sit on that porch, on that day, in that porch, with that 
family. All my Sons is a story that shows the gruesomeness of American life during and 
after World War II. It shows the harshness of life that existed even among small towns, 
and wealthy families. It is a story oftwo families whose world was turned upside down 
by deception and greed. Their story takes place in a back yard at the end ofthe summer. 
Each ofthe characters have this certain unclarified story in their hearts of what happened 
a few years earlier. Joes story is the one everyone wants to here. I want the setting to 
start as a storm, get all nice and pretty, like their life has been, then turn it into a storm as 
he tells his story, until he kills himself, which is his storm. My job is to set the 
atmosphere, the place and the time, letting the actors back into their environment to retell 
their story. 
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~ur Miller would be proud-"h 
:: S! DELONDA HARTMANN 
~or The Star Press 
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I .MUNCIE - Arthur Miller's 
IJQ.ze-winning drama All My 
$ons. now playing in Strother 
St,'udio Theatre at Ball State Uni-
Xet"sity. makes a clear statement 
about quality writing. Winner of 
(he New York Drama Critics 
~~ard in 1947. the play quietly 
tightens to an explosive conclu-
. sion through a subtle unfolding 
. Qf the story. It reveals the 
- essence of Miller's artistry 
tPrough dialogue with almost no 
exposition. . 
: AU My Sons opened just after 
America's victory in World War 
I) .. The action takes place in the 
bJckyard of the Keller family in a 
$nall industrial town. The story 
c'£nters on the Kellers. their rela-
t)onships with one another and a 
s~ameful family secret. 
: .. Student director Heidi Nees 
~s brought together a talented 
QAst with Ryan Woodle as Joe 
~ller. the central character. 
~odle is absolutely believable 
I4the role as he moves from gra-
¢ious to guilty. He is funny and 
~arming with the neighbor boy 
$ert. played nicely by Joe 
~ombes. 
: .. The switch to furtous and 
aefensive is made so naturally it 
~oesn't seem like acting. 
I Carrie Schlatter-Schwer and 
Chris Roe are pivotal as Joe's 
wife. Kate. and son Chris. Kate 
Keller's obsessive belief that her 
older son, Larry, is missing in 
, 
action sets the stage for the fmal 
collapse of all the family's deni-
als. Joe's guilt is suggested early 
by a single gesture. 
Tension builds with each act: 
Is Chris too nice? Is Joe inno-
cent? Is Lany dead? Was Joe's 
partner Steve Deever a villain or 
a foolish fall guy? 
Taylor Burris plays Ann 
Deever, Lany's former fiancee 
now in love with Chris, with 
approprtate intensity. She faces 
down the mother and father of 
the man she loves and her own 
brother. 
Rex Alan Clifton plays lawyer 
George Deever, who comes to 
accuse the Kellers of betraying 
his father, Steve, and their coun-
try. Clifton's role is small but 
pivotal, like those of Jamie 
Grant. who plays neighbor Dr. 
Jim, and Kassie Bradley, who 
plays Dr. Jim's bitter. ambitious 
wife. 
Touching romantic scenes 
between Ann and Chris balance 
the growing conviction that Joe 
might have traded loyalty for 
fmancial security. 
Review 
Chris says of the new car, "It's 
loot, and there's blood on it." 
Later he cries out, "Money, mon-
ey, money. Say it often enough 
and it doesn't mean anything 
any more." 
His father's philosophy is 
summed up in "The compromise 
is always made." His growing 
uncertainty can be heard in 
Joe's plea for understanding as 
his world unravels,·~Nothing's 
clear: . 
A capacity audience sat spell-
bound through _the 2-hour pro-
duction. The set design by Corey , 
Mitchell worked beautifully as 
did everything else. Funpy how 
no one notices unless there is a 
mistake. 
There were no mistakes in this 
production. Arthur Miller would 
be pleased. 
AU My Sons continues with 
shows at 8 p.m. today and Sat-
urday and 2:30 p.m. Sunday. 
Tickets: 285-8755. 
,I 
--
ON P"OTO/ERIN CISZCZO 
Arthur Miller's "AII My Sons" takes center stage this evening at Strother Theatre. The family drama, set in the post 
World War II era, focuses on the conflict that occurs between the members of the all-American Keller family. 
Play focuses on social ills 
in post-WWII United States 
BY CAll KOCH 
CHIEf" RCPORTER 
After a month of rehearsing, the student produc-
tion of the family drama "All My Sons" "ill take the 
stage at 8 p.m. today at Strother Theatre. 
As the second play to be performed in the 200)-
2002 Actors Studio Series, "All My Sons," "Tit ten b~ 
famous play wright Arthur Miller, is set in the World 
War II era and follows the lives of the Keller family 
and thelT struggles in a small, post-war industrial 
tm\TI. 
As head of the family, Joe KeUer, played by Junior 
Ryan Woodk has had to endure losing ills son LaIT) 
after he was declared miS'iing follm'ing a military 
mission off the coast of China. Adding to ills turmoil 
is the drama created when Keller's aero-engine busi-
ness is accussed of suppl\1ng fighter planes \,ith 
faulty parts. 
After an iD\ cstigation rewals that defe(U\ e C} lin-
der heads" ere used, Joe and ills deputy manager 
Stew Dc-eler are arrested. After trial, Keller ·1' 
released from pr:son Ilhi1e Deel er contlr.lU" to take 
the l\Tap and sen e hi'; tenn. 
.-\ddtng to the conllict of the plot is a budding 
reldtionship be[\\een Keller's son, (hns, pia, ed bl 
freshman Chns Roe, and Deew(s dau~hter -\J1n, 
pla, ed by juntor 1<1\ lor Burris. 
\I111, \\hu \\J.S pn.:\ ious1y engJgcd ~() Jt)!~':, "on 
L.lrr:, h~IS been in corre-;pondcnle \\ith lhn:-. 'ilnCe 
larr" presumed death. The pia,' opens "Ith . .l,rtn 
P,l\ mg a 'ISlt to the KeUer's at Chn;', request. 
Cnkno\\TI to . l,rtn, Chris plans on proposmg marriage 
to her during the ,islt but .-\nn is caught LIP in a "eb 
of secrets thdt prevents her from '>al Il1g I es. 
nne of the most prominent obs:alk, ,tanding in 
her "a' b the refusal of Joe's \life. Kate Keller, pla\ed b\ 
ILr\l('r (~ame Sdli,mer, ro belie'e that lam IS mo) dead. 
o \!l :--'I~ Sons," \\hich take") plJct' O'er ihe course 
I)t J ~Undd\ afternuon In \Ll~U<.,t 1 ,)-1.;', h dln..'(·!(_'d !)', 
:~ l[)r f-tel("I: '\l't.'S. 
,h It II ~ f'"'' . 
we '\'e reall\' had a chance to learn more about onl 
another,;' :-;ees Said. _ 
Sophomore Lynn Downey, \\ ho plays Ly die· 
Lubey, a neighbor to the Keller family, agreed "1t~ 
:"ees. 
".-\!most all of the production is student-run. ant:' 
there's a lot of chemistry ben,'een all of us' botr 
onstage and off," DO\\TIey said. "Tills play takes aJ 
incredible look at the past coming back to haunt you 
and each of the cast members fits their character 51 
well - it's just been awesome." 
;\ees "as chosen to direct the pia; after tho 
department chose her selection of \lil1ds "All !-1' 
Sons" for ItS AU-American Pial wrights senes. 
"I\'e all' ay s enjo; ed ~liUer's \lork, and he's ooe c 
the most famous .-\J11encan pla\"Tights," ;\ees said. 
DO\\TIey saJd she appreoates ~liUer's techruqu, 
of character placement in each of his storylines. 
"\Wler doesn't let an' character be there "ithm: 
a connection to other people in the play," DOI,TIe' 
said. "[, eryone has a history, and no one is there jus 
to-make something happen." 
:"ees saJd she thinks the pia' tic> in to what i 
currentl, happening in American 'oCiNY. 
"The issues addrc"cd in this pia,' - a man' 
respon'lbilit\ to humani!,· and the world - certain! 
apply to "hat is gOlDll on in the \\orld nght now," sh 
saId. "It just makes us feel that much_closer·to a cor 
nl'ction \\lth \\hlll'~ bl~t'n .:..!omg on." 
1)<J"TIc' Siud th.lt, '.,lIi: ramill and its role in soc 
et\ as nne 'of .. ~\U ~l, Sons" major themes, the pI. 
takes a closer look at the connections that each I 
these groups t:lke in reg<lfds to each other. 
The c~mactie drama \\tll take place \\ith a simpi 
set on the Strother Theatre stage. 
:"ee, silld in a press release tor the productHO 
that the lDtimJte senin~ created by the small s' 
bnngs the audience closer to the actors. \\ hich alIOI' 
them to beer-nec' f()cu'>ed flO their aettons. 
Pert't":1hH1lT''-; tor ":\11 \f\ . Sons" drl' dt 8 p.rr 
r"CJ\ !!~; !In.;h \~1tl:r,-L' .. \\llh 2: :1] ,Illd."l p.m. perf(l' 
__ '!1 \, ;" 1,\ i '" r" ~~ t",'r ~'_'nl:r;lt pt:::: 
.-
.-
-
IIAII My Sons" examines family 
values in time of war 
(;rc't..'-.:,":, 'rrUrri,\(l ~m,J f.llnlly secrc't;, set 
th~ 't,l~" r;,r :\rthllr 1'.lilb\ ":\E '..k 5c1n>," 
the ,,,,,,,n,l rIm' In the f)"lI ~t"tc Derartmcnt 
uf Th~,1trc ,111\,.1 D<lllce''j 2C01-~,\;2 .-\(t()r~ 
StU ... }tL) 5c'ne'S in SrnJ[her 111t:'atr~. 
ferf, )nnJn(t:~ ~\re ;-..:U\". 13~ 17 ,tt S ~'I.m. 
,mel :\,l\', I:' ,1t 2:30 r,m, ,1IlJ S rom, Ttekets 
arC' :3 7 fur tht..' ~ent.:r~" ru~llc an ... l 55 fIX .;;tu~ 
\..1 .. '[1[.) l)t".Il!;I:.!t..'''' 
··,-\tl \[y S(~n ... ·' 'Jpcnc'~ll~n Bnl,IJ\\.a\" in 
19.j i jll't arkr ,.\.mcriu', \'tct"r, in \'(:"rlJ 
\V,r lI. Set til ,1 ,m,dl inJlIsrn,,1 tcllm, the 
,-K(1<1n take..; f"'\JCt' in (ht.' r~h::k\.lrJ d" rht.' 
Kel:erf,mlll,:, 
The 'Sr(',ry (en(('r:; ,'In tht:: Kdkr" thelf 
rebtk"'n~hlr'" \qrh l '!k' Jnl~(ht.T ,lnJ ,1 "h,-lm('~ 
rut t~lnlllv .... e~r\,.'t. 
l, ,e Keller tS the he:kl "t' the fl""',\ ,1llJ 
chI..' Il1LH1ufKtl.fL'f "f .11:-rLlt)\..' cl-:...::r:c ;~ lr:-.~ 
Three l,'e,lr~ l---cr,l;-e chI",' c\ ';':[1C' \.."i chI",' r'l,l\', t 'c':-
'1...-',11 Lim is [IT, .... 'HL'IJ !1l! .. ..,in';.! ~n JCtb':l \,.bl~.: 
~l\"lr'.~ ,1 mi ... ,i. )!'l ('tt" th~ C\~J'[ ,·t' ~::'llrLl 
.-\( err-')ut rhL~ "',11111..' timt.'. ),1",' I:' ,)((U"cJ 
"t' ..,tlrrh'l.I1~ t·[<.::htt.'r rLu"t.·' ,,\·~th ,-!dt'Crl\'c 
t.~n:':ll1e r.lH"', k .. dm<.:: r() [h(' Jt:,lt\-: .. "i ~":\'L>L\I 
-\lr F. 'rL'-' ~"dl. ]t'-. j.i(: .In .... l hI.:. t, 'fC-l1U:1 ,ll""',,,,,l l~L'~' 
rn..:nJ ~rL'\ 1",' l"\':t:.:\..:r ,1[1.: f'ut 1.)11 ~rt II ,1:1...1 "':l]n~ 
·"I(:-,-·~L ,--"".'1 I;TL' 1!,.1\ '1",' l~ :\.·l~ 1,\..·.1 - 'I" :'[.1. ... , 'll 
\\hl:L' .:-=-r...:\ ..... ,..: :-.~:nllL"~· ' .... T'.·..:: .... ' ..... [-:-_.j'" 1.,.: 
.-\( (h(' ~!ln ..... t.t' thl.! rbr, tilL' n.:l.lt!. l11..;illp 
l~L't\\·":l..'n I,]c'.., "'.'1'1 Chn .. ,lnd Stc\·\.''.... J:u'-!hft.>r 
."\11t1 r.l~L' Ll..'l1kr "U!.:I..', l~rc'''l\ 'u ... [\· L'n:':.I\.!L'~1 (,' 
LUT\', Ann 11,1' h..'l'l1 (( I[T":"fXlnJII1~ \\"[rh 
(}\n" "'\Ilet..' L,r:"""':· ... ",k'.lrh .. -\nn I, (\.·11111 .... ':.! tIl 
\ \ ... It :-Ik' I' .... ,It....-r ..... n rh .... , :-.... ·~lll .... · .... ~, r \~I':->. ,dill 
rT~rl"~ ... • ~'r,'!' ..... : Th .... ·"i- ... ; ~;\..''''::·l'~)\..'''\"l\ 
"i \ ~., 
Direcrd by HeiJi :\ee" [he "h :Co 
rrl)JlIct~\~[l lIses ,1 Sllnr1e set. Tb,e tc...:al t"-~!l~' 
IS J. tree, rLn Hc\..! in mellhJTY ~ i Larry. Qunn\.: 
;) summer st~)ml. the (ree hreaks III twn. :-\nr-. 
arrt\'eS the nl..':-\( J<.l\· ,II1J [he ~Ktion t~I~C~ 
rb~e ewer the (l~ur..:1:.:' \ll~nC, 1l1ng SUI1 .... b\" lr 
..\.ugu,t 19.;7, 
L'ec:-, ;) c5en[('r m~lil 1rmS! in the~1t.::, 
rUlnts >."'Jllt that Strt)ther The~ltrC' ~~rL'\'IJes J1' 
Intin1ate settltl~ t~1r the ;,("f!tI1~ .... If an ernc'-
ttl)nally \\'renchin~ rL1\', 
'The :Ht,lienee i, rh"'t(.,lh' \'er,' d"s, 
[l) the actors:' ;"':~t's ~diJ. ":\nJ WIth 511C!1 , 
~lmrlc set, \·ou t"'eCl )me \·e~· fl)CUseJ (In thr 
~\C r, ~r~. 
Tnc -:=tll.....leor '':<.l ... t ltKluJes T,1\·l\..)r Burri 
,1:- .-\nn. C~1rrle Schlatter ,b ~,l~~, Rex ·Cltti:·l'r 
.1 ... GeUf'.2:t', KJ~-"le BLhJlt'"\' eb :3ue J[1 .... 1 L\'n: 
[\ )wn('\" ~1~ L\-Jl.l. 
('ther :-tlll .. knt ,ICr. lr" UK:U..!o;; Chris R." 
,\- Chr:-, S+h- Rtel'.!r,J- .I- Funk. Jam, 
L~r,HLt J::, J lIll ,1.11 .... 1 Ry,m \\',,~ ),..:Ie .1:- hl\:.:' . 
. kc C\)~'1111"'~>, ..1 kl(.li t·I.'urtl~ l:rr .. lJ~r. 
Cl:,t,b Bert. 
~~i t...k·nt ... uit· :nt.·ml"L·r-:. tn...:\uJe -:=~J":.: 
tn.,[u\';l..:"r ~,lr.' Rt:'r:.:h,.tt· ,HIli Jt:"'l':.::r,l'r" C""re 
\[l~C:1dl \ ... ...:...:ncr;l. r\~:-t111l=,'l1in': (h:.!hi:tn·..: 
En...: :\1(h,11"l.lll. \",1U;iJ) .In...l ~n:-t1n S(h\l,;: 
\ i1ll~""'\I;"'L 
ThL' .. h"w\ ... [.m· .d ... ,) !n ..... lu ... :..: ... t".KU> 
(, \...;rlltllc' ... k''':ll'i('r ~,ItI1\ J,lrl'tn'KI ..Il1ll f.l(ul~ 
.d\ I"', -r"' [\!n L.l~,l""\,:, i(W ::::l.i\\·~t..'r. l.~r;.. 
LunJ, ["'\l'~ :\"1-1,, ,m,: Chn' H;l,", 
T!...:ker ... tn,\\ h\.., ~"'\l;t...:h.b(:..J ,It d: 
~rr,)rh .... 'r Thc,ltrL' G ... I\. \....1t1·](1.;' .1Cl' hour pck'r 
!~lTt. ;·;l"W,"': .... " ,1' ,I~ r!,;\..' l·nll."t..:r,ir\' The In 
'"'l" '1',. '.\,·\.·l-:JI'-":. Ph,"," 
